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Part I

Analysis of Complex Structure3.
j :

The use of Fourier and especially Patterson
methods, and their applicability when large

molecules are involved,

i

i
Had it not been for the discovery that the

| •

jdistribution of electrons in crystalline material

could be represented as a 3-dloens*-ona3- Fourier series:
i / A ) i
(Bragg, 1915) , X-Ray Crystallography, as it is

today, would not exist. The additional power which

the new method gave to the investigation of crystal

structure by X~Rays opened the way to the study of

substances vastly more complex than the simple ionic j
salts with which early crystallography had begun,

There are now few, if any, determinations of crystal

structure which do not employ the Fourier method in

so„efor». particular, it Is the basis of all

exact study by X-Rays of the configuration of organic j
molecules,
j j
1 i

!

But the fundamental difficulty in the use of

the Fourier technique is that the available experiments

al data gives only the amplitudes of the terms in the
i 1

jseries, leaving their phases completely unknown,
btherwlse there would be no real obstacle to the full
1

investigation of any substance which formed suitable

crystals, stable under laboratory conditions. As it

is, Fourier analysis can only be employed when enough

is already known of the structure to decide on the



phases of about half of the terms - with the ex-

I oeption of certain rare instances - and this is

; tantamount to saying that the chief value of the

Fourier method is for verification and refinement pur¬

poses, rather than for structure determination it-

self* Such a statement is perhaps too sweeping, in j
| view of the fact that representation of the crystal 1
J as a Fourier synthesis is a major part of the frame-
i '

j work of the theory of the interaction of crystalline
material with X-Rays, and that most trial and error

methods make very great use of the concept. Be- !
!

sides, it is often possible, if the position of one !

or more heavy atoms can be found by other means, to !
!

arrive at the locations of others by the Fourier

j method in a sense directly. But it remains true tha*f
j |

determination of crystal structure by Fourier synthes¬

is cannot be carried out until phases are at least izj.
f

part known, and this knowledge can only come from

other sources, in the form of deductions from ohemio4
!

al, optical, magnetic or other properties of the

! material.
}' j

| ■

Patterson \ however, in 1935 enunciated

a modification of the Fourier method, which was able

to give information on the detailed structure of a

crystal q.uite apart from any knowledge of the phases

of the structure amplitudes. He showed that if the

squares of the structure amplitudes were employed

in a summation of the same form as the
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jFourier, the distribution function whioh resulted
represented the vectors existing between the various

|atoms of the crystal structure. From a knowledge of
the dimensions and directions of these vectors

i

something of the arrangement of the atoms themselves j
could, in theory at least, be found, this second

|
major contribution to the theory of crystal structure j

\ ' ;
analysis avoided the barrier with which Fourier

I I
methods had always been faced, and it might have

| i

appeared that the investigation of more and more com- |
I

plex substances could now prooeed without limit. But j
i

the Patterson method itself was soon found to be sub* j
jeot to difficulties just as crippling, if not as

fundamental, as that of the Fourier method, due to

faot that in any average structure requiring I

lysis, so many interatomic vectors existed that

Itheir recognition and disentanglement was a nearly jI ' i
impossible task*

Many attempts have been made by numerous work*!

jars to overcome these obstacles. For determining the ;

phases of structure amplitudes the method of lsoraor-

jphous substitution has been found extremely useful

Whenever it has been possible. Recently certain ma¬

thematical devices for deriving the phases of some of

the terms of a series, by inequalities amongst the

Amplitudes (etc,) have been put forward ^ 1 \ but these

have been of very limited application so far and the
1

prospects for their general use in structure de«



termination are poor. For the purpose of aiding the !

testing out of postulated structures, speeding up
!
!

the trial and error system whioh has to be resorted
I

to when all other expedients fail, a very large

assortment of graphical, mechanical, optical and

other techniques have been devised, including struct¬

ure factor charts, figure-fieIds and so on, all of

|which are of great value. Similarly, for the pur-
1 !
|pose of interpreting the vectors of the Patterson

synthesis, means have been described by which the
I

Patterson function for a given atomic arrangement mayj
be obtained quite speedily; but the most important

contribution to this particular field was the de¬

monstration by Harker I * ) in 193^ that for crystal j
structures possessing symmetry elements, vector peaks

quite simply related to the atomic coordinates occurr¬

ed on certain planes or lines in the 3-dlmensional

Patterson synthesis* Even this, however, has been of
limited success due to the masking of the so-oalled

!

Patterson-Barker peaks by others which are often

of double weight, and considerable difficulty is in

any case encountered through the multiplicity whioh

the extra symmetry of the Patterson function creates,
l
i

: I

i It is interesting to review some of the
j |
jcomplete structure determinations of the past few
years to note the use that haa been made of the

'

:

!various types of alternative method available. Com¬

plex structures are referred to, that is, usually
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organic molecules containing at least six or ten atoms

We may group the methods of orystal structure determ¬

ination very roughly into three

1) Srlal structures based on circumstantial
evidence | lead'jjfdireotly to Fourier syntheses!
2) Use of Patterson projections to give the
position of a heavy atom or to give all co¬
ordinates approximately, from which Fourier
methods follow!

3) employment of the Patterson function in
three dimensions to provide a partial know¬
ledge of atomic parameters, after whloh, as
with the use of projections, Fouriers complete
the picture.

It is then found that within the last ten

years a nearly equal number of structure determin¬

ations fall into each category.

1) She number of analyses in which Fourier

synthesis has alone been used, without any resort to

the Patterson method is actually qjxite large, and is

eloquent witness to the difficulty of interpreting

the Patterson function. Examples are the work of

JT.M. Robertson and his oolleagues on resoroinol^ \
trans-Azobensene ooronene ^ \ eto., that of

E.W. Hughes * v<? ^ on melamine, of B.L. Smare *1X *
on 2-2*-diohlorobenzldine, of V. Vand on

potassium oaprate, and of M. Bailor ^ on diethyl-

terephhhalate, and perhaps most notably of J.B.

Bunitz on 1-2-3-4-fcetraphenyloyolobutane. In j
most of these the initial postulatlon of the j
structure was achieved on the basis of known bond di-



stanoes, packing considerations, demands of crystal

symmetry, optical properties, the presence of certain
i 1

very strong X-Ray reflections, etc,

2) She number of determinations which carried

Patterson methods into two dimensions only is also

quite large j^the main reason for this is probably the

labour involved in preparation of the intensity

data for three dimensional work, in addition to that j
of the calculation itself. As representative we may

list the work on dicyandiamide Iio ) and on ^-gly- j
oylglyoine (*l ) by £,W, Hughes, and that on sodium

sesqulcarbonate by Brown, Peiser and Turner-Jones ^
i . I
(instances in which most of the atomic coordinates

were found approximately in this way), and the work

on cholesterol iodide by Carllse and Crowfoot

a calciferol derivative by Crowfoot and Dunitz )#
hexamethylenediamine dihydrobromide and dihydro-

chlorlde by J,M, Robertson and Binnis aniline
Lz(> )

hydrochloride by C»J, Brown a dichlorobenzi-
( )

dins by J, Toussaint * and several pyrimidine

compounds analysed by Clews and Cochran * ,

Pitt and June M. Broomhead (in all of
I j

|which the most Important function of the Patterson

jprojections was to provide the coordinates of the
i

;heavy atoms, after which the phases of a sufficient
|number of terms in the Courier syntheses could be

calculated).



3) ThU3 the number of analyses In which the

3-dimensional synthesis of Patterson was employed is

quite limited! and# what is more, there is almost no

ease where the general peaks of the Patterson function

were utilised at all* This is due, presumably, to

the uncertainty of reliable Interpretation of a

function so oomplloated a3 the Patterson is known to

be; and of course, also, to the labour involved in

computation. Typical of the use of special lines

or planes in the 3-dimensional Patterson synthesis,

are the following $ pentaerythritol, by Llewellyn, j
Cox and Goodwin insulin by Dorothy Crowfoot^ r

(but interpretation of the Patterson sections

not possible )| glycine ^ and dl-alanine

by Albrecht and Corey; Rochelle salt by C,A. Beevers

and W, Hughes a bromophenyl sulphide and

sulphone by Toussaint ^^; the clathrate compound

of Quinol with SO^by Palin and Powell (43)» sucrose

sodium bromide by 0,A, Beevers and W, Cochran

p-chloroiodoxybenasene by B,M, Archer dibi-

phenyllene ethylene by Penimore ^ 41 ); two pyrimidine

compounds by Clews and Cochran and the

elucidation of the structure of Penicillin ^ K
The use made of the sections of the Patterson varied

a good deal and depended very much on the nature of

the problem, the sort of information which was re¬

quired and so on, But it must be noted that, with

the exception of the determination of Pentaerythritol

and the two amino acids, all those quoted are based
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on the presence of one or more heavy atoms in the

structure, and the principle, if not the only object

in studying the sections was that of determining the

positions of these unequivocally. The important ex¬

ception* to the general rule is to fee found in the wor{fc
of Perutz ***") on horse methaemoglobin* In this

case it seems that the sheer impossibility of making

significant advance by any other method has rendered

the investigation of the general vectors the least

formidable alternative; and it has not boen unproduot

ive of interesting results* Apart from this in¬

stance the Patterson function in full, in three di¬

mensions, appears never to have been derived, far

less Investigated, The general practice has been

the minimum possible use of Patterson syntheses,

and the earliest possible resort to the straightfor¬

ward Fourier synthesis*

In contrast to this, the present work is an

| example of the use of the 3-dimensional Patterson
function. Certainly, it has been computed in a

very approximate manner and shows quite poor re¬

solution, Nevertheless, general vectors have been
j

| used systematically in the structure determination,
i

; apparently for the first time; and indeed, the re-

It must be added that D, Wrlnoh ^ ^ has re¬
ported the calculation of the complete three-di¬
mensional Patterson-Harker map, from Crowfoots in¬
tensities for wet insulin. But the only use made
of this, at least at the time, was to provide some¬
what vague evidenoe in favour of the cyclol theory
of protein structure.
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latively poop quality of the Patterson employed

serves to emphasise the power of the method* in view

of the faot that it led to a successful result*

Shis work may be regarded as an exercise in structure

determination} but alternatively* and perhaps acre

significantly * it is a trial of and investigation

into the use of ^"dimensional Patterson methods* and

a demonstration of their effectiveness*

X-B&y Crystallography as applied to the

field of organic substances has two quite different

objectives* One of these is the very exact measurement

of bonds and angles In compounds whose struoture

is already well known* In such work, Patterson

methods have little relevance* The second is the

eluoldation of structures about which the organic

chemist is not yet fully informed* and here, every

year structures of increasing complexity are being

tackled* It is in this that Patterson methods find

their use* It is probably true to say* moreover* tha

with the passing of time, as the interest of cry*

stallographers extends further into spheres where

; successful trial structures cannot be fashioned

| out of chemical knowledge, the importance of i
methods based on the Patterson synthesis will in*

! |
| crease* Certainly the potentialities of the 3*di*
i |
I mensional Patterson have not yet been properly ex-

I plored* One of the motives in carrying out the

present work was to make a start in this exploration.
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In that sense, the work here described may contrib¬
ute towards the nobler task of the solution of the

erystal structures of the future.

In choosing the field of alkaloids for

X-Ray Crystallographic study, a group of substances

was chosen lying approximately on the border-lino

between relatively small molecules,or molecules

with a high proportion of benzene rings which lend

themselves to rapid solution, and those much more

intractable materials such as the simpler proteins,

etc, Moreover, the alkaloids often formed crystal-

llsable salts with acids containing heavy atoms, whic

would greatly aid the trial of any new technique.

Thirdly, very little work had been done, so far as

was known, on these substances. Strychnine was

selected, after a preliminary survey of a number of

possible subjects for detailed examination, because
of the intrinsic interest of its structure, because

of the uncertainty prevailing at the time regarding

a part of its structure, and because it seemed that
a molecule of unknown configuration, having about

25 atoms in general positions, and asymmetric, was

a problem of suitable oalibte*

As it happened, it was discovered about one

year after the commencement of work, that a Strych¬

nine salt was also the object of study by workers in

Utrecht, Holland (C, Bokhoven, J,C. Schoone and

J.M. BijToet)(.<) In this case, it was the
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hydrogen sulphate and hydrogen selenate that wars
i

being examined, and the method being used was that

of determination of signs of Fourier terms by isomor-

phous replacement of a heavy atom situated at a

symmetry centre, The results of the Dutch workers be¬

came available about the time that the first Fourier

projections for refinement of the Strychnine Hydro-

bromide structure were being calculated, so that, as

regards the solution of the structure of the Strych¬

nine molecule itself, priority must be acknowledged

to them. On the other hand, an Independent determ¬

ination of an organic structure does not lose value

because it Is a duplicate, especially when it pos¬

sesses certain features which the other does not.

But in particular, since the development of Method

rather than achievement with existing methods, has

far-reaching value, the present structure determ¬

ination is presented with main emphasis laid upon

the fresh ground it breaks in 3-dimensional Patterson

interpretation.
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Part II
!

The Survey of the Crystal Structures of !
some Alkaloids and Alkaloid Derivatives.

As has already been implied in Part I, it was

hoped to try out 3-dimensional Patterson methods on

a crystal structure of reasonable complexity, and
j

reasonable interest from the chemical point of view; j
i

and it was felt that amongst the alkaloids, such a

crystal would best be found* Prior to the final

choice of the crystal to be used for full analysis,

it seemed wise to conduct a rough examination of a

number of substances in the alkaloid field, so that,

for the detailed work, the most suitable might be

selected, Part II now describes the results of the

study of about twelve crystals, for which the unit

oell and space group were found, and in which for

completeness, and also for training in the techniques

concerned, optical properties were included.
■ I

|
No pretence of completeness is made, as re*

i j

| gards the selection of crystal structures in this
I survey. The most interesting and most easily avail-

| able alkaloids were chosen. Those substances were
I «

! examined which were most readily obtainable in

suitable crystalline form.
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13. j
Preparation of Materials.

i
i

; i
Materials were obtained from Howards and

I

|Sons, ltd*, (London), and T* & H. Smith, Ltd*, (Edinr*)
to whom thanlcs are due. But the hydrochloride, bro- j
mide, iodide and sulphate of Stryohnine, and the

hydrochloride and bromide of Brucine, were prepared

in the laboratory by warming the alkaloids with
I

excess acid. Except in the case of Tropins and
I !
Cinohonidlne, for which either Ether or Chloroform

I
was used, all crystals were obtained by slow evap¬

oration, at constant temperature (20°C) from aqueous

solution, this being the technique found to give the
|

best results in the long run.

I
Photography,

To obtain diffraction patterns sufficient for

the determination of the unit cell and Space Group,

a crystal fragment or very small crystal specimen

was selected, and mounted, without any special p re- j
I

paratlon, on the goniometer stand. Absorption
I

errors were assumed to be of little significance

| where intensity measurements were not required* Needle
| i
! shaped crystals were usually mounted vertically. If
i j

| crystal faces or edges could be made out with the

aid of a small telescope, the specimen was oriented
I
by their aid; but in any case, orientation by

successive oscillation photographs was necessary to

provide final exact adjustment. The procedure used

for this is quite simple, and has been described



j
!
I
I
j

! 14. "|
! fully by Cochran ^ K Having achieved perfect

alighment» an oscillation photograph and a Weissen-

| berg were obtained* Xxposure times were usually of j.
the order of * hour and 3 hours for these! but this j
varied widely* very slender crystal specimens re¬

quiring far longer time than thick ones* If there

j was any reason to suspect the vertical axial direot-

| ion of being the diagonal of a simpler unit cell, a
i i
first layer-line Weissenberg photograph was also ob- j

tained. When the specimen was-large enough, and the

interest of the structure or the lack of symmetry

demanded it, a second and even a third zone might

be examined, the crystal being turned through an I
I

approximate right angle, in the plane of its axes

if possible, and again oriented exactly by X-Rays,

For several of the crystals examined, the

X-Bay data was Insufficient fully to determine the

space group, due to the omission of photography

about certain zones, Thus for example, in the case
1

jof Cocaine (Table lk), no record of the (QkO) re-
I
j flections was obtained, so that no evidence for or

against the existence of a screw axis can be pre¬

sented. In these circumstances, two alternatives

have to be given for the space group. An asterisk (*)
j i
is placed in the tables that follow, wherever this

ambiguity occurs.
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Interpretation of Photographs.

j
From the osoillation photograph, the axis

translation in the vertical direction was obtained

very simply by measurement of the layer-line spacing, |
and calculation. The remaining two lattice constants:

i

could usually be found from the Welssenberg photo¬

graph, except in the case of triollnio crystals,

| Thus if the zone were that of the b axis, the os¬

cillation gave the value of b, while the Weissen-
* |

berg gave a* and e , with the angle between them,Q>, j
The ease of tricllnio crystals was considerably more

complex, and for a complete determination of the

lattice constants, more than one zone - and prefer- j
rably three * had to be examined. In any case some

record of the general reflection intensities had to

be made, either in the form of a first or a second

layer-line Weissenberg, or of an oscillation photo¬

graph showing all the layer-lines, The reciprocal
i

lattice parameters were measured directly from the

film, using Bernal charts. The constants of the ^

I real lattice were derived using the formulae for tri-
| :

| clinic crystals collected by M,J* Buerger ^ * K Re-
!
suiting parameters were usually considered to be

accurate to within about 2 f> (probably less), except

in the case of Rruolne hydrobromlde, a triolinic

crystal (for which (^and were measured from a

(lkl) Weissenberg photograph), where the accuracy

which can be claimed is less.
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X-Rays for this work (and for all described

| in this Thesis) were obtained from a standard Metro-
!

| politan Viokers set, using 25 mA anode current, a
! i
tension of 50 k?, a copper anode surface, and a

Nickel foil filter. The wavelength of the copper

radiation was taken as 1*540 x 1Q~* cm., the average

of the Cu Koc and ^lines. Films were of the usual
j

double-coated type, and were developed for five mi¬

nutes at 18°C in standard X-Ray developer solution.
j

The camera, which had a radius of 5*0 cm., was
I

adaptable either to oscillation or to Weissenberg phot-

tography, the latter using a vertical tranalational j
movement. j

|

Density measurement. i

The observed density, Q>,$of crystal specimens

was measured by the flotation method. The liquids

used for this purpose were Cyclohexane, Chloroform, j
" i

and Bromoform. For Cocaine and Cinohonidine a con- I

; centrated aqueous solution of CaCla was employed.
! j
jWhenever the specimens showed solubility, more was

added till the liquid was saturated, but even so
I

this often involved making observations while the

crystals were dissolving slowly. In these oases

(see Tables li and J), due presumably to the rapid

removal of imperfections, results noticeably closer

to the X-Ray densities were obtained.

Comparison between observed and calculated
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densities was regarded as a test of the correctness

of the unit cell measurements, eto. With the ex¬

cept ion of the two JSphedrine crystals, the density

figures never differed by more than about 3 jfc, with

an average discrepancy of 1,2 The two Sphedrine

salts had densities 5$ f> lower than the X-Ray values,

but it was thought that this was due to their rapid

growth*

Optical Study,

Optical examination was done under the geo¬

logical microscope, with crushed material, suspended

in a medium of suitable refraotive index. Whether or

not there was extinotlon parallel to the direction

of elongation of the crystal fragments, could be

found at once, by rotation of the Nicole, together

with the sign of the elongation. Precise determin¬

ation of the three refraotive indices was more diffic¬

ult, It was effected by the method of measurement

of least and greatest apparent refraotive indioes of

a large number of fragments; this method is well

described by G.W, Bunn ^ 6 K The nomenclature used

in the recording of the results was that employed by

C.N. Winchell

Water of Crystallisation.

The existence of water of crystallisation in
!

some of the crystals was suspected, but its determin¬

ation was not easy. To start with, available quant¬

ities of material were small. But the chief diffio-
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ulty was that as a rule it was not found possible to

drive off water of crystallisation at low temperature^,
whereas at high temperatures, charring of the materials
occurred* Much more reliance was placed on the de¬

termination of the X-Hay density of the crystals, and

comparison of this with the observed density, as a

means of deolding the number of water molecules pre¬

sent, The dimensions of the unit cell could be

found unequivocally from the X-Ray diffraction photo¬

graphs, and with fair accuracy. From these the

volume of the cell was easily obtained and its dens¬

ity then calculated from its weight, The number of

water moleoules included in the formula affected

this calculation quite considerably (usually by

about 5 jOj and as calculated and observed densities

do not ordinarily differ by more than 2 or 3 f>$ the

observed figure being nearly always lower than the

other, the beat fit in this calculation automatically

provided the oorreot formula for the compound#

Composition of the Crystals.

There was one instance in which it was felt

desirable to investigate the composition of the

crystal. This was the salt of Strychnine with

sulphuric acid, formed under the conditions mention¬

ed earlier. In the literature two different neutral

salts are described, and although only an aoid salt

was compatible with the dimensions of the unit cell

which had been found, it was felt worthwhile to find
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out direotly the relative proportions of aoid and

base in the substance whioh had been obtained* A
|
i

micro determination of sulphate, by a titration

method in presence of Barium Rho&lzonate, gave the

result (average of three determinations) 24 f> HaS0*.

1*08 mol* Hz30«. per molecule of the salt* This

was done on the sample from which the X-Ray diffract¬

ion pattern had been photographed* A second inde¬

pendent determination was effected by preparing a
i

large batch of the crystalline material and finding

out how much acid was used up, or removed from the

system, by a given amount of the alkaloid* 24*45 gm.

of Strychnine neutralised 6*92 gm* of HiSQ*., whence

one molecule was combined with 0.965 molecules of

the acid, or one of the latter with 1*035 of the base,,

Hence it was guite clear that this compound was an

acid salt, consisting of one Strychnine molecule

associated with one molecule of Sulphurio acid*

Previous work done on these substances*

I
Finally there were a number of instances in j

which a limited amount of information had already

been obtained by other workers, and could be found

in the literature* Where available, this is in- j
!

eluded in Tables la - In* There are various points j
of interest* To begin with, (Tables la and b), the

hydrochloride of Strychnine, and probably the hydro-

-bromide also, would appear to be auite another orystai
I
jthan that studied by Poe and Sellers, considering
I

| that refractive index measurements usually have a
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reproducibility of about 0*005# Iiie hydrolodide

however, (Table 1c), is identical with theirs* There

is a definite similarity, but not identity, between

the salts of sulphuric acid, (Table Id)* The 32phe- |

drlne salts (Tables JLg and h), are identical with

those studied by Gross and Neff j but the hydrochloride
to which Watanabe and Peterson refer is entirely dif¬

ferent. The hydrobromide of Cinchonldine, (Table
is the same as that examined by Shaner and Willard,

i

and in this connection it is interesting to note thatj
if the choice of a and b axes be interchanged, the

■

i
axial ratios of these authors work out as 0,424jlil*l$6,
in very close agreement with those now calculated froit

the X-Ray results* The Identity of Cocaine (Table Ikj)
I !
I is unambiguous, but here it would seem that the pre- j
I - I
vlous optical measurements were very inaccurate;$ andj

j
the axial ratios were good, but the former is now

ohosen as greater than $0°• accordance with the j
usual conventions* In the case of Cinohonidlne,

I
|(Table 1m), it is plain that the value observed for
! ]
the o-axis should be doubled, on the basis of the

i

X-Ray evidence. lastly, for »iuinldlne hydrosulphate,

|the uncertainty of the water of crystallisation is re-
i |
|moved, although it is a pity that refractive index

j
figures are not available for a reliable eheofc of

identity to be made.



Sable la

Strychnine Hydrochloride

Results Obtained Previous results., if any

Cja HtfN-i | HC1, 2HaQ

40 6*90

1.372

Stout needles, parallel
to a-axis (from water)*
Hard; irregular fracture,

0.233il 10,2428

2H2Q —, llla3

Monoolinio ,

P2t

a = 7.76 A
b = 7.60 n
a * 16,12 "
Q> -- 92.5°
1940 A'
1.394
2

Orthorhornbio; Monoclin ic

Biaxial »•••••*..•

Parallel, negative

i

t.

y-%
| y
I /*<

1.692
1. 671
1.653

Parallel, negative( fcolfch)

P'i — 1,662 J - 1.
1.627 J = 1,

s 1.609 ; - l.

66
6,1
6)

>3
.1
'5

Poe & Sellers

The data recorded in the following pages are laifr
out according to the hey at the back of Table 1.



Table lb

Strychnine Hydrobroraide

Results Obtained Previous results, if any

Orthorhombio ,

P2. 2, 2t

a 7.64 1 *
b = 7,70 «
o = 33,20 «

1953 *
1.537
4

Biaxial

Parallel, negative.

Monoolinio

-

=

1,688
1.653
1,621

Parallel, negative

-

.

U73
1,650
1.646

*
Poe & Sellers (ft)

These value3 were obtained by the extrapolation
method of Bradley and Jay (is).

CiiHjtNi0, , HBr, 2H,0 ,«*,«•«*« C,tHMNt04 ^ HBr, 1H4Q ,,,,,.

451.36

1.520

Fine lathes, par¬
allel to a-axis
(from water).
Hard; irreg, fracture.

0,991:1:4,31



Table lo

Strychnine hydroiodide

Resuita Obtained Previous results. If any

OnHaNaQi , HI, 2H40

498,4

1.708
Small rods, parallel
to b-axls;(from
water). Hard; brittle;
Irregular fracture.

.. c2,HwN,02 , HI, lHaO M

Stout needles

1.020:1:2«120

Monoclinic,

P2 or P2t*
a 7.76 X
b = 7.60 «

0 --16.12 «

Q>= 92.5°
944. X3
1.755

Biaxial ..........

Parallel, negative

Z^-% -

/*-- "
s

1.69
1,671
1.653

Negative elongation

-a 1 1.7;
= 1,6*

/"■? -- l,66l

Poe & Sellers



Table Id

Strychnine sulphate

Results Obtained Previous results. &f any

CaHttl^Q* , , 2H,0 ..

468.5

1*499

Extremely fine lathe-
shaped needles, parallel
to b-axia;(froia water);
soft.

1*026:1:2.305

(Ot,HnHl04 )aHaS04* 5H,0

4.739:1:1.036

Monoolinio

P2 or P2t*
a -- 7*§0 &
b = 7.60
o =17..r
£ - 99,
1018*5 £5
1*524
2

Monoolinio

Biaxial

Parallel, negative

/*9 -

/* =

1.645
1*616
1.595

^,=72027*

Negative elongation

Mi * 1.661
= 1.597
= 1.592

Poe & Sellers ()



Table jb

Bruoine hydrochloride.

Results Obtained Previous results, if «^ny

CrtH,iir,G, . IIOl. 2?H,Q .............

r

.

.........

466.94

1.410

large prisms (from
water)j fairly hard;
irregular fraoture.

0.867:1:3.700

Orthorhombic

I ?
!

a * 12.22 I
; b -- 14.12 A
i 0 -- 52.20 A

8968

1.387
16

Biaxial, negative

=

-

Af *

1.689
1.633
1.549

The X-Ray date here, aitd
the suggested composition
of the crystals is very
uncertain. There is no

doubt, however, that tljie
unit cell dimensions are
either actual to the figures
q.uoted, or to mult&i,le$ of
them. But the cell is com¬
plex. Anomalies in th^
photographs, due perhaps to
twinning in the crystals,
made it impossible to de¬
termine the space group or
unit cell unequivocally.



Table If

Bruoine hydrobroraide

Results Obtained Previous results. If afty
i

! CnH^NiO*, HBr, 4H»0 .........

I 534.38

| 1.460
large prisms (from
water); fairly hard;
irregular fracture* j

j ;
i j
| *

1.593:1:1.786 j
i

i ' 1
| Triclinia ........... j..

I Pi I
a = 12.23* ^ = 105.2J i
b = 7.68- ; & * 96.5° j
O = 13.72- , a = 93.9°

r

1222 A"5
1.455
4

i

j
I

Biaxial negative

* I.69O
- 1,648
= 1.544



Sable 1#

l-$phedrine hydrochloride

Results Obtained Previous Results# If

CwHlfRO, HOI

201.69
1.212

large prisms or plates
(from water); relatively
soft; breaks to give
columns parallel to b«axis.

C„H*HD, HOI

1.151:1:1.984

Monoclinlo • * • * •

P2 or P2,*
a - 7.12 £
b = 0,18 «
o = 12,26 ••

£ =102,2°

525,0 X*
1.277
2

I Biaxial, negative ,
i

Parallel (to b axis)

Aj " ^-*§5
= 1.60

Av = 1*519

2,066:1:1.192

»*•«,. Monoollnio

P2t

a ® 12,64 ^
b = 6.15 -
0 = 7,24 -

$ =102°o'

negative

Gross & Keff
but see also;
Peterson ; » and
Watanabe (&Y



Table Ih

l~Ephedrine hydrobromlde

Results Obtained Previous results. If any

CiOB,<B0f HBr *•*••••••••»«• *. CloHt!>'ir0* HBr »»*•**»••••

246.15

1*396
large prisms or plates
(from water); relatively soft;
fracture to rods parallel
to b-axis.

X»l66tlt1*969 2.049 si«1*211

Monocllnio •*•*•••«••*«*•**.. Monoclinio «***•*••«*»..•»•»....

3P2 or P2i
*:

It 31 A
6.27 «

0 s 12.34
£ = 100.6°
554.3 A3
M75

P2t

a = 12.74 A,
b = 6*20 ««

0 = 7.62 «

Q> = 100°48*

Biaxial negative •...«••**«. Hegative

Parallel to b-axls

-- 1*639
1.62

* 1.54

Gossner & Neff(48J.



fable ii

Quinine hydroiodide

Results Obtained

GioH^O* | HI

452.34

1 1.453 (soluble in
liquids used)

! Fine needles parallel
to b-axis (from water),
shatters easily into

j fine fibres.

Previous results, if anjr
niw———MWMWIWIM.—tmmtmmmmimm+rn** WMiww.

0.848:1:1.203

Triclinlo

PI

a
b
0

11.08 1
13.05 «<

15.70 «<

oC

$
Tf

99.1®
103.0®
102.4°

2065 1
1.456
4

Biaxial, negative ,

Parallel, positive

= l'&8
2 X# Oj

>f = 1.61



Table lj

Cinohonidine hydrobromide

Results Obtained Previous results, if an|y

C„H1415r40, HBr

375.31

medium)
Very slender neediest from
water); parallel to a-axia

0#427il;l,178

;Orthorhombic ,

P2i 2i 2i

* b
e

in suspension

'

- 6,52 A
- 15,25 «
- 17.98 »

1788 A3
1.395
4

Biaxial

A, -- I.687
= l.§59

ybtp = 1,627



Table lk

1-Cocaine

Results Obtained Previous results, if an/

303.35

1.240

Pin© large clear (001) Tablets
prisms(from water)}

elongated in b-
direotion.

0*850:1:1*021 0.848:1:1.032

Monoolinic •••••••«•*•••*••*

. ■

.. Monoclinic •••*•••••*

P2 or P2
&

a = ' 8.44 A
b = 9,92 «
o = 10*13 -

= 106.8®

807*0 A3
1.249
2

@ -- 73°50*

Biaxial

/<1 *
/U- "

1*625
1.575
1.520

' 1.58

X*t -- 1.49

Oroth ^ ^
Internat,Critical fables
Watanabe 4 *'



Table ll

Tropine

Results Obtained. Previous resulta, if any

Triolinio

Pi or Pi

a = 6.8 Hi
b = 10.3
c , 14.3 "J

(C?HlfH0)4, C^H^-.O.C^H
633.9
1.142

Small flat needles or

plates (from ether).
Very soft.

0.66:1:1.39

£
V

103.g107.8°
95.2°

9331'
1.138
Kbut the unit contains

4 Tropine molecules)

Biaxial, weakly positive

M% -
ym. -» s
A* *

1.556
1.540
1.530

de-

For the formula quoted here,
there is no real evidence be¬
yond the fact that it gives
good agreement between ^he
observed density and th&t cal¬
culated from the X-Ray 4ata.
The crystals were obtained
from Ether, but have since
composed. In view of the
hygroscopicity of Tropins,
water of crystallisation was
not linlikely, even from .Ether
solution. Assumption ot the
Formula (GgIl^NO, 1 II*0) gives
almost exactly the samejweight
to the unit cell, and leads
to a calculated density of 1.134.



Table In

Cinehoni&liie

Results Obtained

C«Hnff2Q

294,38

1.195

! large poorly formed
prisms! from OECl* } j
fairly soft

0.636:151.896

1605*5 I
1.219
4

Previous re stilts, if any

(001) tablets

0.649:1*0.941

Orthorhombio »».«•••«•*••* Orthorhombio

P2i 2t 2t

a * 7.00 I
b = 11,00 «

e = 20,85 -

•?.: i:pi1.610

Sejh(^V'Kley ', {S3 )
Shaner & Willard \ J*
Wherry & YanovsJci



Table la

Qulnidine sulphate

Result? Obtained Previous resuita» if any

(CkH^HtG* h&iiHk , 2Ht0 (CtoH^O, )2H28Q„, 2? H*

782,93
1,314

Needles, parallel to
b-axis(from water);
often twinned, or bunohed
flilftllP together

1.545?1J3*763

Colourless rods

Monoolinlo ,

P2 or P2 *

a = 10,79 I
b = 6,97 »
0 a 26,24 «

99,1

1942 i'
1.337
2

Biaxial *•»*»««,,•<

Parallel, positive

* 1,6$
/*-> - 1,61
/-t = 1,59

0- * * ,,

Behrens & Kley
Shaner & Willard '



Key to Table
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Discussion and Commenta*
i I

It is not within the purpose of this Thesis

to discuss the results of this survey of oryatal
I *' !

structure in any detail* But some comment as to the
; i
prospects for full analysis of the crystals may be

| !
mi|de,

! i

!

Since the two Ephedrine salts are isomorphous,
!

we have an opportunity of solution of their structure

by the method of isomorphous replacement of the
I |
halogen atom; but this would make little or no use of

i

iPatterson syntheses# and it was not taken up. for
|

;Quinine hydroiodide there is the opportunity of
! i

|structure determination by virtue of the overwhelming j
; 1

weight of the Iodine atom which would certainly de-
: I
oide almost all of the phases; (but the crystallising

! I

properties are exceptionally poor in this case)*

[The same is true of Strychnin# hydroiodide (which
I forms much better crystals), and here the Harker '
i !

method could probably be employed* Bruoine hydro* j
bromide would be much too difficult, with no fewer

I |

; than four molecules in a triolinio cell. Tropins
i !
too, though the molecule itself is simple, appears

to crystallise in a complex way* Ginohonidine, or

especially Cocaine (since its crystals are excellent)

would have made good subjects for detailed work, but

the presence of at least one heavy atom was an aid

much desired for the analysis* In this respect
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Cinohonidine hydrobromide was better; but Stryohnine

hydrobromide, with a tall and narrow unit cell

rather than a flat one, appeared even more promising,

as projections for struoture refinement could be

applied In two directions. Besides, there was the

very great interest attached to the struoture of

the Strychnine molecule itself. Strychnine hydro*

bromide was crystallisable only with great difficulty

in a aise suitable for X-Ray work, but already some

progress in tackling this problem had been achieved.

From these considerations, and others, It was de*

elded to select the crystal of Strychnine hydro-

bromide for the full analysis with which the rest

of the Thesis (i.e. Part III) now deals.
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Part III

Section 1*
i

| 2-dimensional Patterson Calculation to
find the Bromine atom*

As remarked at the end of the preoeding j
I I
Section, the structure of Strychnine hydrobromide !
seemed to be a promising one for full investigation,

in view of the presence of the Bromine atom which

would assist the analysis greatly, and in view of

the interest attached to the structure of Strychnine

itself, fhe first step in the analysis was obvious*

ly the finding of the position of this heavy atom,

OHoe located, it oould be utilised to find the

positions of the other atoms In the structure, al¬

though the extent to which use could be made of it

could not be predicted at this stage.

i

Knowing the Space Group it was
(

thought possible to fix the position of the Bromine

atom from the Patterson projections, making use of
i 1 ;

;

|the fact that the Bromine-Bromine vectors were so
I ' ;

|powerful relative to the others, and would be ex*

!peoted to stand out conspicuously from the back¬

ground of the hundreds of smaller peaks. Photography

of the zero layer-lines of Strychnine hydrobromlde

had already been carried out, but was now repeated

with better crystal material and with more care, as

intensity measurements were required.



For eaoh zone two different exposures of the zerp

layer-line were obtained, using the Welssenberg

technique, and the Intensities of the reflections

were measured by eye by the multiple-exposure teoh- j
(TV

nique developed in this laboratory by W» Cochran v 'j»
The values obtained were multiplied by the Xorentz

i
and Polarisation corrections, using graphical methods

on the reciprocal lattice* In this way I (= IMktft
was obtained for all reflections on the zero layer-

lines (h,Jc or 1 - 0), the values being on a purely

relative, not absolute, scale* All observable re¬

flections were included; h varied from 0 to 9* k

from 0 to 10, and 1 from 0 to 40; about ^40 in¬
dividual reflections were present in eaoh of the (OJcl

and (hOl) zones*

With these relative values of If^a/IJ Patterson

projections on the (OJcl), (hOl), and (hJteO) planes
were now calculated. The general form of the Patter¬

son function^13 ) is

R <%%% C*2it(^ + 'V * 'f)
| '5L
(For the projection down the a axis this reduces to

! Paz *£ £ \F.«ll t• V)
(Expanding we have
I "•« ►*> *0 0O "1

" m.c„!2I.i¥.CK2«^ -
<5 --O -to ~oo -I

A * <♦ d

(But summation need not be carried out over all values

of Jc and 1 from -<» to +00 , The symmetry of the spaoe
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25. !
groupt with its three mirror planes at right angles, j

ensures that for all values of h k and 1, h k 1 s
|

hkTx.hkl*hkl, etc., the sign of any index or !
indices being reversable without change of the value |
of P, In the case of the a-axis promotion for

example it is necessary to cover only the positive

values of k and 1, This represents one quadrant out
■ !

of a total of four in the net plane of the reciprocali
i

lattice♦ Now in equation 3 above, although Iaas

remains unchanged for change of sign of h and k,

the sine term becomes negative when either h or k is

negative, Henoe the sine term drops out and we have

remaining

p - W«\\Lin1? .Li/l . !
a*" o o I

In precisely analogous fashion I since the same argu¬

ments apply for each axis equally) the oorr#spending

expressions are derived for the other two projections
I Q

\ Vio«\X. Co*2u 1 2 .

o o

JL fc

« k £ £ \&a*. Cos %/i. C»s I* ?S O ,

This form of the Patterson function is the

most oonvenient for rapid computation. In actual

evaluation, intensities having given k indices (in

the case of equation 4a) were grouped, and used as

amplitudes for the Cosine waves, Cos2tt1z/0; summat¬
ion thus carried out with k constant and 1 varying,

j i

gave, for each value of k, a series of results, one



Fx, 1.
Patterson Projections.

P,
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for each value of si these figures were taken in turn

and employed as amplitudes for the waves GosSTrky/^t
giving finally a distribution of figures over the

area defined by the y and z coordinates*

Since all that was required at this stage was th|a
position of the prominent Bromine - Bromine peaks,

other detail being at present quite irrelevant,

wave numbers up to h=5, k*5» and 1"2Q only, were con¬

sidered* The unit cell was divided into 6oths along

the z axis and into 15the in the x and y directions*

Furthermore, to ease the burden of calculation, the

scale of figures was reduced by division throughout,

till the values of \FMtf lay between 0 and about 20*

The actual summation was of oourse done with the

Beevers-lipson strips, which are quite Invaluable for

the type of Fourier oaloulatlona encountered in X«

Ray work* The results of the calculations are

shown in Fig* I ,

The interpretation of these Pattersons and

the placing of the Bromine atom proceeded as follows*

There are, for every atom in a general pos¬

ition, four equivalent positions in the unit cell,

determined by the spaoe group, P2t2a2, ^,0 ^•
These are :

i
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1. X y a !

2. h - x -y & 4- Z

3. i + x 4 - y -z

4 • -X i + y i - a

The vectors between these atoms oan be written down

as i

1-2 & + 2x 2y 1 1
1 - 3 i + 2y 2z

1-4 2x * 2z

2 — 3 -2x * I + 2a

2-4 h h -2y 2z

3 - 4 | + 2x -2y & j

In the unique volume of the unit oell In the

Patterson distribution, i*e», within x = 0—

y = Q — as » Q — these reduce to three peaks

only. (The Patterson, from the form of equation 1,

together with the fact that the sine terms drop out,

oan be seen to have mirror planes at x*0,£; y=Q»&;

2-0,|.)
$ + 2x

i

2x

2y

i + 2y 2S

&+2z

This is true for any atom at a general position

x, y, z in the unit cell, and'equation 7 expresses

in terms of its coordinates the positions of the

peaks in the Patterson, due to vectors between it and

its crystallographic equivalents.
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The Patterson vector maps contained the pro¬

jections of these three peaks, Study of Pattersons

X, IX and III revealed that the three projections

fitted well together in respect of their heavy peaks,

Saoh projection allowed determination of two

of the parameters of the Bromine atom, so that, in

all, each was obtained twicei

2x 2y 2z fcoths)
a axis Patterson - 17 28
b axis Patterson 28 - 28

o axis Patterson 28 20

Average t 28 18 28

fhus the Bromine atom was located at

x y z

14 9 14

and this result had a fair degree of reliability,

considering the good aualitatlve fit of the Patter¬

son projections with one another, but, as regards

p recision, might be In error by 1 — 2 6oths in

each parameter.

Strictly speaking the Patterson projection

evidence allowed only the fixing of eight alternative

possible positions for the Bromine atom, since the
I

coordinates of the Bromine - Bromine vector peaks

might equally well have been read as 2x* = 60 - 2x,
i

etc,? However, as these alternatives consisted mere-|



j\<"ro«A^tv»u.At ot tUe. ovwIAC jXtcwS, vv«w«A 7-AKIS.

isto-ACeS cuui. VtalgWts
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ly of changes of the axes of coordinates (reversals

of the positive directions of x, y and z) they

were not accepted, and the result (14, 9, 14)

quoted above for the Bromine position was retained.

It is interesting to note at this stage the

layer- or sheet-formation of the Bromine atoms in

the structure. The unit cell, which is very tall in

the c direction, and of nearly square section, con¬

tains two Bromine atoms at 14 and 16 6oths of the

o axis, with another two at 44 and 46 6oths.
Considering the neighbouring unit cells it is seen

that at the levels c » 4 and S there are sheets of

negatively charged Bromine atoms quite close to one

another, while the Strychnine molecules fill the

space between them. The actual distances of separ¬

ation of the Bromine ions were about 5»8 and 5«3 *

(5.79 and 5.27 A in the finally derived structure).

The pattern appears to be close. By way of comparison,
in Rubidium Bromide the interhalogen distance is

4.87 A. so that in the Strychnine structure it is

clear that the Bromine ions are not too tightly

fitted together. Indeed comparison with such

halogen salts raises the question as to whether

oriented overgrowths of these alkali halldes would

occur on the (001) face of the Strychnine hydrobromid|e

crystal. Hot only is the lnterhalid* separation near-
!

ly the same as In Rubidium Bromide, but, due to the

corrugation of the Bromine ion layer, the repeating
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distances are very similar : 7»?0 A for Strychnine

hydrob romide , and 6,88 A for Rubidium bromide. Un¬

fortunately this experiment has not yet been tried

out, but certainly presents much Interest as a direct

means of verification of the Bromine atom positions

found by X-Rays.

The location of the Bromine atom in Strych¬

nine hydrobromide had now been found* What promise

did this give of solution of the entire structure of
V/ovJi

the crystal ? Will it be possible for example to

decide on the phases of sufficient structure amplitud^
by the aid of this knowledge "t To answer these

questions a calculation of the Bromine contribution

to the structure amplitudes was carried out, so that I

the results, when compared with the observed F-values*

would show to what extent the Bromine atom was domin-

atlng the reflection intensities.

For the space group P2v 2i 2V, the general e-

quation for the structure factor can be expanded to

the following four formulae ^12 * which are applicable

for differing combinations of even and odd values

of h, k and 1 :

4 (Ls . (?6$ 2trVv . e f

-4 I*1*!* . 2ti<Vk . He .

-4" C* 2tc%1 . <Lk He ,

4 . &S 2« Vh . .

-4 S-x 2.*uA*/o. > . Si--. $■*■(<; (

4 • Sl«. 2tt . Cos

-4 9tx IxxH* • S«x /4f/i, . O.S 2.TX ,

4 e*5 2^*4 . . S

1 + 4, 2n 1, A
1 + 4 *2n J £>

A"fl « 2K "I A.
fi * I -2x+f J' e>

A

1*^2* j'

fc

A »2*.+l ! *
1 + ^ s2x+r t E>
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Putting h, k and 1 equal to zero, provides thji
formulae applicable to the (Gkl), (hOl), and (hkO)

zones respectively. In each pair of equations, eithe^
A or B is zero for zero layer-lines, and the formulae

give the value of F when the result has been multlplie

by f^ , the atomic scattering factor for the Bromine

ion, The formulae were used to calculate the values

oT FXki Tor these zones as given by the Bromine atom

alone. Computation was extended only to the 20th

order of 1 and the 5th order of h and ]c» The

variation in fg,, with Sin 0 was, at the present stage,

ignored.

The results - about 120 F-values for each

of the (Okl) and (hOl) zones, and 30 for the (hkQ)
zone - were of great interest, and of considerable

importance at this stage of the analysis. The first

two sets mentioned are plotted graphically in Fig,3.

Of course, perfect correspondence between the

calculated Bromine contributions and F/faM could not

be expeoted, but from the fact that the halogen has

nearly 6 times the scattering power of the other

atoms, a certain measure of correlation was likely.

Inspection of the curves indicated that this was soj

the two curves often rose and fell together, in a

qualitative if not quantitative sense. The oorrel-

ation seemed certainly more than accidental. Accept¬

ing this conclusion, it would be possible to use the

signs of the Bromine contributions to decide the
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signs which should bo associated with the observed

F-values, and this would enabla calculation of

Fourier projections. Projections based thus on the

postulated position of the Bromine atom could not be

expected to give any further information on the pos¬

ition of the halogen atom, far less solve the whole

structure; but the character of the synthesis would

act as a commentary on the general correctness of the

initial postulate, their degree of resolution and

general appearance being much affected by errors in

the signs of the terms, quite apart from the pos¬

ition of the peaJcs,

It was thought useful therefore, at this

stage, to attempt the Fourier projeotions on (100),

(010), and (001), (although the latter would be

of little value, as the unit cell is so long in the

a-dlreotion), Examination of the individual F-values

together with the corresponding calculated Bromine

contributions led to the allocation of signs to

about three quarters of the terms. It remained only

to insert these into the appropriate formulae and so

to calculate the relative electron density of the

projected structure.

The general equation for the elctron density

distribution in a crystal is :

oo

P * Cos 2.-W l^*la +^/v, * ^lc + 0
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, But for the space group 2t 2X , this can be expand-
i ed to the form (12. )
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For the projection of the electron density

we put x (or y or z) equal to zero, and h (or Jk or 1)

equal to zero. We also note that since for the zero

layer-lines the phase angle oC is always a multiple of

*V\/2 (since in equation 8 either A or B is always

zero for any combination of h k and 1 when either one

of these is zero ) the cosines and sines of oC are £ lj

this is merely another expression of the fact that

the F-values now have signs attached to them. We

can omit oC therefore and write F/^ without the

vertical lines. In this way, for the three pro¬

jections, we obtain
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Theae were then used for the three Courier

promotions, computations being carried out with the

Beevers-iipson strips in just the same way as with

the Pattersons (see page 20# except that sine waves
i

were now involved, and there was consequently less

symmetry. The unit cell was divided into 60ths in

the o-direction and into 15ths along the other two

axes, as before.

The results were on the whole most encourag¬

ing, Naturally the Bromine atom appeared at the

position which had been postulated, but in addition

the Bromine peaks were remarkably circular, further¬

more, a moderate number of other peaks occurred in

the syntheses, and these too appeared well formed,

and, considering the early stage of the analysis, re-
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latively well resolved* The assumption of signs

for the F-values as given by the Bromine contribut¬

ions, was therefore vindicated, and some justification

secured for the hope of being able to proceed farther

with the analysis on this basis.

It is interesting to note that at this stage

of the investigation of the structure, the value of

the function

^ . ^.\ \f«*l - \^\ \
was as high as 100 - 120 f>T Yet even with such a

low order of accuracy in the comparison of observed

and calculated structure amplitudes, it was possible

to feel convinced that the investigation was pro¬

ceeding along the correct lines* The relatively

pooo, yet striking, measure of correlation of the

F-values, together with the promising appearance of

the Fouriers obtained, raised strong hopes of the

possibility of solution of the complete structure
with the help of the heavy atom, by extension of

calculation to three dimensions*

<A°w< .
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Part III

i

Section 2* !
!
i

3-Eimenslonal Patterson and Fourier
Anal/sis to find the position of all

the atoms*

From the outset it had been anticipated that
i

3-dimensionaI work would be necessary for the eomplet
Î

solution of the structure of Strychnine Kydrobromide*|
Such is the complexity of the structure, both in

respect of the number of atoms present and their

asymmetrical distribution in space* that it was clear

from the start that little or no progress could be

made if 2-dimensional methods only were to be used ~

especially se* considering that the exact chemical

structure of Strychnine was itself in doubt* It is

in general true that 3"*^lIaefI9ionai methods are

enormously more powerful than 2-dimensional ones,

and it is mainly the excessive labour, effort and

tedium involved that prevents their more frequent

use in Crystallography* 2-dimensional methods must

naturally precede and prepare the way for the 3-di¬

mensional attack, of course; and it was in this j
spirit that Patterson projections had been utilised

up to this point of the present work* The investig¬

ation now enters upon its really interesting stage,

in which the power of the 3-dimenslonal methods
i !

are tested out, aided by the knowledge of the posit-
1 !

lion of the heavy Eromine atom which the Patterson
I !

projections have provided.
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Up to the present point photography of the

zero layer-lines only had been done. It was now ne¬

cessary, for the advance to 3-&iJBe*18iORal work, to

prepare photographs showing ail the intensities, For

some months considerable attention had been paid to

the growing of crystal specimens of reasonable size;

good progress had been made, and now some rods of

nearly 0,1 cm and more than 1,0 cm long were avail¬

able, Although from external examination they appear¬

ed to consist of a bundle of parallel fibres, X-fiay

tests showed them to be true single crystals and

of fairly good quality,

A new technique was used in preparation of

the photographs, enabling photography of all the

necessary zones, using the same specimen throughout,

From the best material available, a block, approximate

ly cubical, was out, and this was then carved down to

a shape as nearly spherical as possible, This was

all done by hand, using a len3 and a razor blade.

It was found to be the most efficient technique in

the long run. The resulting ball was approximately

0,07 - 0,08 cm in diameter, and,although the surface

was irregular, did not differ from sphericity by more

than about 10 - 15 j*.# It was mounted in the X-Ray

Goniometer by being first smeared very thinly with a

high-viscosity grease, and then plaoed in the mouth

of a vertical oapill^ary tube of Lindemann glass.
This mounting proved to be remarkably stable; it
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could be tilted through more than 30° without any trouble*
for example. The adhesive power of the grease was

•very great relative to the weight of the oryatal

(ea 2£ tenths of a milligram) yet it did not preclude

the possibility of reorientation of the specimen* nor

did it add noticeably to the diffraction pattern.

The crystal sphere was placed on the Goniometer in

any arbitrary position, and an oscillation photo¬

graph obtained. If this did not show layer-lines

(which were, however, nearly always seen in the case

of an orthorhombic crystal), the specimen could be

turned by hand through an angle of 30° or so until

layer-lines did appear, The orientation by X-Rays

became possible, and the adjustments required could

be made using the screws of the goniometer head, once

they were within about 20°, It did not take more tha^i
about 5-10 such oscillation photographs to secure

perfect orientation, when the Weissenberg photographs

could be obtained, X-Eay orientation was carried out

by the method mentioned earlier ^ K When a new

zone was required, the procedure was the following,

Sxamination of the zero layer-line Weissenberg

photograph from the first zone allowed calculation of

the position of the crystal, during its oscillation,

when the axes were at right angles to the X-R&y beam*

Thus, supposing the first zone to be that of the a-

axls, the planes (OkO) and (001) would appear as

straight lines of reflections on the Weissenberg and
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the height of these lines on the photograph, as they

erossed the meridian, 0*0 , was directly related

to the angular positions of the crystal when these

planes (strictly, the (000) plane ) were at the

glancing angle* When the (OkO) planes were at

the glanolng angle the b-axis was at right angles

to the beam and similarly for the (001) planes*

Thus the crystal could be turned to a position

such that the directions of all three of its axes,

relative to the X-Ray beam, were known* While in

this position, the orientation of the axes could

be marked by lightly touching the specimen with

differently coloured inks* When the axes had been

marked, the crystal sphere was carefully removed by

hand, and replaced with the required axial direction

vertical# It was usually possible to be within 10°»
Final orientation was again done with X-Ray oscill¬

ation photographs#
I

It was decided not to attempt to get all

the possible reflections out, in reciprocal space,

to the edge of the limiting sphere# The computat¬

ional work involved would be far too great and was

q,uite unjustified at this stage* In addition the

fact that Eeevers-Ilpson strips were (at the time)

! available up to wave numbers of 20 only, favoured thei !
f !

J decision to confine attention to that volume of
i reciprocal space roughly within a sphere of half
t 1
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the radius of the limiting sphere - i.e., to

SinQ»0,5 approximately. It was decided to limit

measurements to values of h and k lying between 0 and

5 and of 1 between 0 and 20* (The o axis was almost

exactly four times the length of the a and b axes)*

This, it could be calculated, included 755 unique

reflections. To obtain all these photographically,

the {*00*, {0*0} and {**0} zones were used* In the

first two layer-line photographs up to 3 were taken,

and in the diagonal ease up to 4# The (001) zone

was not used partly because of the difficulty of

alignment when the layer-line spacing was so small,

and also because the required reflections were suf¬

ficiently eovered by the other three zones. Out of

the 755# 355 were covered three times, 294 twice

and only 126 once by the three sets of photographs.

Measurement of the reflection intensities

was carried out as before by the multiple exposure

technique* A new column of graded intensities

was prepared using the spherioal specimen of course*

This contained about 30 spots each approximately

10 stronger than its predecessor in the series;

the exact values of the Intensity of eaoh were known

| from the period of exposure given and the current,
| in milli-ampere3, passing through the X-Hay tube at
I the time. This single column was used for all the
!
i intensity measurements, every (hkl) refleotion being
|
| compared with the column in turn. It was felt that
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this continual direct comparison with the standard

was a more reliable method than that of establishing

certain spots on the film as standards! The ne¬

cessary range is so scantily covered by the latter,

whereas by the former it is covered nearly uniform¬

ly (logarithmstically) throughout. Also, the oon-

tinuol comparison with spots of one shape and

oharacter means whatever errors are associated with

this factor are either constant or else continuous

functions of SinO , And as will be pointed out

later any error which Is a continuous function of

Sin© oan be virtually eliminated from the intensity

measurements without undue difficulty. The multiple-

axposura column of spots covered the range of in¬

tensity from 1 to about 300 (arbitrary units) satis¬

factorily, 3inc© many spots had intensities far

outside this range, photographs of different exposures

iftre obtained, measured up independently and then

■;he ratio of the one photograph to the other found

by averaging over all the reflections measurable

on both. In this way the intensities of all the re¬

flections measured were placed on a soale extending

from 1 to about 2000*

The next tasic was that of correction of these

Intensities, and here again, a new technique was

employed. First the two seta of intensities, (OJcl)

and (hOl) were corrected for the lorentz and Pol¬

arisation factors in the usual manner, graphical
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methods being used as before, when the same lntens-
|

ities were being prepared for the Patterson project- j
ion work. Then the two were brought to the same

scale by multiplication of the (Okl)*s throughout by j
the ratio of the sum of the (001) Intensities in the

(hOl) zone to that in the (Okl) zone. Values on

this scale ranged from 0 to about 400. This gave,

in reciprocal space, two interlocking net-planes of ;

reciprocal lattice points at right angles to one I
t

another. Now, all other net-planes in the reciprocal!
!

lattice of the type (lkl), (2kl), etc. or (hJLl),
|

(h21), etc., interseot one of these two planes along j
the lines of reciprocal lattice points, viz., (101), i

(201), etc., in the case of the (lkl),(2kl), net-

planes, and so on. It was considered that use might
i

be made of this overlapping for the purpose of cor¬

recting the measured intensities of these general
%

reflections.

Ordinarily measurements of blackening of ;

spots on general layer-lines must be corrected not

only for the lorentz and Polarisation corrections,

but also for the Cox and Shaw effect ( * ) and for
I :
! :
I the oblique angle at which the reflected beams strike;
i
'the film, as well as being multiplied by a suitable

factor to bring the scales of measurement into co¬

incidence. In addition to these there is the effeot

of the shortening and lengthening of the spots in a

high layer-line Weissenberg photograph, which ooours

when tho oqui-lnelinatlon method is not employed.
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Performance of so many suooeasive corrections is

tedious and also liable to introduce error. But it

was seen that considerable simplification, without

sacrifice of accuracy (at least, where the unit cell

is large) was possible by use of an empirical correct"

ion, based on the already fully corrected intensities

of the zero layer-lines. All of the corrections
I

whioh have to be applied are continuous funotions of ;

Sin© , or else are constants for any one film. If

therefore, for the line of reciprocal lattice points

whioh is common to the already corrected and the

uncorrected set of intensities, the ratio of the

measured values to the corrected values were to be

plotted with Sin0 as the abscissa, then a smooth

curve should be obtained,

Naturally this would be applicable, with

reasonable accuracy, only to crystals of large unit

cell dimensions, where the common line in the reci¬

procal lattice contains many points, In the case

of Strychnine hydrobromide, the lines in the o-

direction possess 30 to 40 points within the limit¬

ing sphere. From this curve it should be possible

to find at once the correction to be applied to any

other measured intensity from the same film by

noting the height of the curve at the correspond¬

ing value of SinG . This correction will include

all the necessary corrections in one single operation^
I and, provided none of them varied too rapidly with
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SinO , should be fairly reliable.

Such was the procedure actually employed.

It was found to give quite satisfactory results.

At first correction factors f were plotted against

Sin 0 simply| but then, when it was recognised that

a plot against any quantity which was a continuous

function of Sln<9 , was equally Justifiable, correct¬

ions were plotted as functions of © (- V 9 )# the
I

function used for the Lorentz and Polarisation

corrections. Indeed, the values of & for the part¬

icular reflections (hkl) were not used, but 0 for

the corresponding zero layer-line reciprocal lattice

points was taken (e,g. (hOl) in the case of (hll),
and (h21) net-planes), sinoe these values had already

been found graphically and recorded and since they
true

differed from the^© values by a continuous function
of Sin0 , Plotting f against© resulted in a

better function as regards the drawing of the best

curve through the points. Samples of the curves ob¬

tained are given in Fig, V~7 •

Zhls method can be criticised on the ground |
I

that it places supreme reliance on single lines of

spots; but against this it must be pointed out

that this reliance is by no means blind, sinoe the

quality of the standardising intensities can be
!

gauged very effectively from the character of the
j I
|curve obtained. In general, the scatter of the
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points from the curve was not very great indicating
I

a moderate degree of accuracy in the intensity
i

measurements, and in fact the relatively good quality;

of some of the curves obtained was a real encourage- I
j

ment.

It is to be noted that the use of this

empirical method of correction, although making all

the measurements in one photograph dependant on j
those of a single line of spots, did not thereby

force the intensity measurements in that line into

exact artificial agreement with the values being

taken as standard. On the contrary , the measurements

in this line wereathemseIves corrected along with

the others, fhis amounted to the application of a

correction to each spot in the line based not on its

own ratio to the already corrected standard merely,

but upon the ratio found by averaging over all the

20 reflections in that line.

The actual size of the corrections applied

in this way varied from ^ = 2,0 - 0,05» and usually

lay between 1,0 and 0,20# First the aeries of layer-

line photographs (lkl), (2kl) and(3kl) were correct- I
j

ed, using their intersection with the (hOl) net-

plane, and then the (hll), (h21) and (h31) were
j

done using the (Okl) zone of corrected reflections.

Following this, the (hhl), (h h+1 1), to (h h+4 1)
were corrected in analogous fashion. The right and

left hand sides of all photographs were treated sep-
i



Table 2

Bepreservative Intensity Measurements#

! 1 h=0, k-1 k-1, k'l h=l, k'2
i

0 0 0 1 11 12 4

i 22 22 38 48 37 6. 6 6 6

2 53 56 81 82 44 31 37 33

5 28 44 35 27 29 23 12 14 16 17
i

! 4 95 35 37 79 80 84 72 30 29 33 33
1

! 5I
25 27 28 322 400 367 30Q 36 35 30 31

i 6 54 50 52 47 57 62 55 26 26 29 27

7 44 39 37 66 75 73 67 127 103 100 96
8 83 88 79 119 107 125 99 35 37 43 37

9 47 42 42 41 41 33 36 113 102 102 97

10 132 135 132 50 46 41 38 0000

11 136 129 135 31 30 34 28 55 53 59 48

12 63 63 63 14 16 17 14 6 787

13 109 118 116 2 2 2 2 61 57 66 50

14 21 21 23 7886 13 15 16 12

15 13 14 12 12 12 12 11 79 71 76 64
16 78 69 77 4 0 4 4 14 16 Id 14

17 58 64 56 17 24 23 18 30 26 32 26

18 27 19 18 2 0 3 2 4 5 7 4

19 2 0 0 2 0 3 2 25 24 30 22

20 40 42 36 11 19 13 11 5 4 4 4
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fable 2 (continued)

h-_3,k=4 h-5, *=3

0 0 8 6

5 9 11 9

6 7 10 6

6 11 10 7

7 17 19 17

7 10 6 5

7 14 0 0

0 0 5 0

17 20 11 11

o 5 21 19

34 37 7 8
4 3 2 2

29 22 5 6
8 9 0 0

9 13 18 14

7 2 31 26
38 38 6 8

4 0 2 3

20 23 0 0

4 6 2 2

0 0 2 8
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arately, so that the distortion of spots at low

SinO would automatically be oorreoted.

All these measured and oorreoted intensities

were recorded systematically in a 3-dimenaional

table. All were on the same soale (0 * 400).

Wherever there was more than one entry at a given

(hkl) point, a simple average of the two (or 3 or 4) j
intensities was taken. An example of this sort of

concordanoy contained is given in Table 2 •

Thus there was obtained a 3-dimensional

network of figures, extending in the a , b and o

directions to h = 5» A® 5* 1-20, At all points of

the reciprocal lattice within this volume, figures

representing the integrated intensities were attach¬

ed, and these intensity values were all on the same

soale and consistent with one another. They were

of course not yet on an absolute, but on a relative

soale; but this circumstance was of no importanoe

at this stage. Of greater significance was the

fact that these intensities related to room temp¬

erature, no temperature correction having been

made at all. This would mean less resolution of the

peaks in the Fourier synthesis. But considering thatl

calculation was going to be oonfined to low order

terms in any case, the rapid falling off of

with Sin© was recognised as a definite advantage,
l

tending to reduce unwanted diffraction effects.

These values ofl^^fwere therefore ready for employ-
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i

ment in Patterson and Fourier calculation. Their

square roots |f^J , were obtained and reoorded in the
i

table.

She first use made of these general in¬

tensities was the calculation of Fourier syntheses.

Before this, however, the Bromine contributions to
the structure faotor for all these planes had to be

j

found. This was done quite rapidly using the strips,
i

assuming f constant, for simplicity. For the

general (hJfcl) planes, values of A and B (see

equation 8) were obtained, each associated either

with a positive or a negative sign. For the salce

of comparison, calculated \f/ue\ values were obtained
from the expression If/wI--] Ax+e? . The agreement with !

the observed F-values was, for the general in¬

tensities, very similar to that previously found for j
the zero layer-lines. Bach observed F-value was now j
split into A0<,i and Bow components, such that, to j
the nearest whole number, the ratio of A0^ to B0Vi

i

was the same as that of to B&u: » suffixes j
i |

| indicating the observed d4$a and that calculated
! .. j
from the Bromine atom. This was equivalent to the

assumption that while the amplitudes of the various !

terms of the Fourier series were equal to the ob-

served amplitudes, the phases were equal to the cal¬

culated phases of the Bromine atom contributions,
■

! That such an assumption could not be oorreot was

; perfectly clear; but it was the only possible
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assumption in the circumstances and It was hoped

that it 414 not differ so yery much from the truth, j
The superposition at every point in the unit cell of |
so large a number of waves (753) each being different"

ly in error in respeotive phase would have a certain

averaging effect tending to reduce anomalies in the

final synthesis. But nevertheless the amount of

dubiety associated with and introduced by the ne¬

cessary phase-angle assumption rendered the whole

experiment rather precarious. Despite the greater

intrinsic power of 3dimensional as opposed to

2-dimensional methods, much poorer quality was ex¬

pected from the 3-dlmenslonal synthesis than had

been obtained In the Fourier projections# Whether it

would be possible to interpret it directly or not

could not be predicted. But it would be enormously

Interesting; and there was in any case the intention

to use the 3-dlmensional Patterson for its inter¬

pretation#

Prior to the calculation of the 3dimensional

Fourier however, a rather interesting experiment of

a slightly different character was tried. The question
J

arose as to whether a structure such as the one under !
i
i •

jinvestigation might not be solved by means of pro-
| i
jjections in three directions not mutually at right
|angles. Of course, three projections were already
available for Strychnine hydrobromide, but that in thcf

i

■direction of the c-axis was quite useless for solution
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of the structure due to the length of the cell in

that direction. What was now seen to he possible was

a projection taken diagonally across the cell# This

would correspond to the treatment of the zero layer-

line of the diagonal axis photographs as though it

were that of a major axis# Theoretically any

structure could b« found by three such projections,

as is shown by the accompanying diagram (Fig#4? )
At a given level z » z, , say, the (100) projection

010

might have peaks at yt, yt , and the (-101) at Xt, x2.

Without other evidence it could only be concluded

that possible positions of atoms were x,y, , xly2.

or x2yt , xtyt • This ambiguity, which would be much
worse if three or four atoms were present at that

level, is resolved by the (110) projection as is

quite clear from the diagram* It was thought a

sufficiently interesting method to be worth trying

on Strychnine hydrobromide, now that the F-values, wi^h
the phases, were available for the diagonal net-

plane. It did Involve an appreciable amount of

work, however*

The formula for the diagonal summation

could be derived in either of two ways# On the

;one hand it could be obtained by starting with that

for the 3-dimensional electron density distribution

(equation 10), and integrating this along the

line x-y: a constant. (Or equation 9 may be in¬

tegrated and the speoial space group conditions

applied afterwards.) On the other hand, the axis
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may first be transformed using the matrix,

110

110

0 0 1

and then the space group conditions found in terms

of the new coordinate system, This is done by

finding first of all the expressions for the equi¬

valent points (only 2) in the new unit cell, then

using them to obtain the equations for A and B

analogous to the set for the original coordinate

system (equation 8) but different from them. It

can then be seen how A and B alter in sign as H and

B,the indices of reflection in the new lattice, pass

from negative values to positive, and this allows ex- j
pansion and simplification of the usual general for- j

i

mula for the projected elec^MT density of the
crystal. Both these methods of derivation were

employed, They led to the same result which was, in

terms of the new coordinates, X , Z» (x*x + 3 ,Z = 3).

11.

- L £ .Sua*4*
o o
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i |

This expression was used to derive a pro-

I Section of the electron density in a diagonal direct-
I \
ion across the Unit Cell, on to the (110} plane,

i !
i i

jDue to the lack of symmetry, the calculation was
i

approximately twice that of a normal Fourier project¬

ion* The result was a contour map of considerably
:

|
poorer quality than the a or b axis projections,

i . I

but showing a good deal of detail nevertheless.

The Bromine atom at (14, 9* 14), (60ths) referred to ;
; I

!
the previous axis, was expected to appear at 14*9,

I I
14 - 9, 14, i,e, at 23, 14, in the projection, j'

!
Actually its centre seemed to be about 22, 14 in the [! i

t

projection, but this was not a serious error, JElse-

jwhere in the projection there were peaks of varying
sizes which undoubtedly corresponded to those pre-

| j
sent in the other two projections (Bummed along X, a

!

1 ine projection of the structure was obtained
I

identical with that derived in the same way from

the a and b axis projections).

An attempt was made to interpret the (100)

and (010) Fourier projections with the aid of this

third projection of the structure. Successive

levels of z were considered, one at a time, and on

square glass plates the possible positions of atoms, as

judged from the a and b axis projections, were

lightly marked, using a scale of 1 om.=lA, At each

level, the evidence of the diagonal projection was

then brought to bear on these possible looations,

and finally the whole series of plates with atomic
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positions, weighted in proportion to their pro- |
bability, was assembled to form a 3-dimensional

model. Inspection showed fairly clearly the general

position of the Strychnine molecule within the unit

cell, but detailed interpretation, after a few

abortive attempts, was found to be too laborious to

Justify further delay, The difficulty was mainly

that of the very poor resolution which resulted in |
much residual ambiguity in the fitting together of

the projected peaks in spaoe,

There Is good reason to believe that the

trial might well have been successful, had it been

pursued long enough, and with sufficient patlancf.

The overlay accompanying Fig,*? shows that the

projection does in fact correspond with the actual

structure (structure 6, see page )» But at the

time, when it was found how awkward it was to work

with projections of such low resolution, the scheme

was laid aside. Everything was ready, of course, for
i

the use of full 3~dlmensional methods.

The experiment in diagonal projection over,
i

attention was turned to the calculation of a 3-6i~
i

mensional Fourier synthesis.

The formula for the synthesis has already
I • ;

been quoted (equation 10). The factor 8/V was of
! • i

course not used, since the data were on a relative
! i

scale. Summation was extended over all values of
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h, k and 1 from 0 to 5# 0 to 5» and 0 to 20 respect¬

ively* The unit cell was divided into 60ths in the

c-axis direotion and into I5ths along the a and b

axes, as in the ease of the earlier promotions*

This was a very crude subdivision, but one considered

to be sufficient for the purpose, and to be justified

by the enormous saving of computational labour* The

summation work was, as before, done with the Beevers-

Xlpson strips*

It is not easy to describe the detailed

procedure of the 3-dimensional synthesis on account

of its complexity. To begin with the entire cal¬

culation was divided into two parts, that concern¬

ed with the coefficients A and that concerned with

coefficients B, These were then subdivided into

four sections, according to the four types of re¬

flection planes involved (see equation 10)* In

eaoh of these, odd and even values of 1 wsre

first grouped, then, in eaoh suoh group odd and

even values of h and k were separated, Eaoh in¬

dividual group of this kind required different treat¬

ment, which was only possible by keeping them

separate* Summation was oarried out with respect

to 1 first, this being the variable with the

highest wave numbers. Then followed summation with

respect to k, and lastly with respect to h. In pro¬

cess of the second summation, it was possible to
i

recomblne groups in the calculation, depending on
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the sort of symmetry they possessed. Great oare

had to be exercised to see that the signs of the

various terms were taken Into aooount. The third

summation ooabined all the groups into two halves •

cosines and sines - from whioh simple addition and

subtraction gave the final relative eleotron dens¬

ity distribution. The work occupied a month*

When the 3**4imensional Fourier distribution

had been obtained it was plotted in spaoe by means

of contour lines drawn to scale on glass plates

mounted one above the other* The aotua.1 appear¬

ance of the successive sections of the 3*41mensional

function is shown in Fig, 12 * Examined in space* the

general lie of the Strychnine molecule was clearly

seen* It agreed with the indication which had been

obtained from the Interpretation of the diagonal pro¬

jection* The quality of the Fourier was certainly

extremely poor as study of Fig»12 shows* The peaks

were rarely circular and the background was ex¬

traordinarily uneven. However* certain positions

seemed to be locations of atoms, and in addition

there was a good deal of vague implication of ring

structures. The question was whether these were
i

real or false, knowing the weakness of the phase-

angle assumptions made initially as the bases of

these results. Using the values of |Fi«1 which were

! available, three Patterson-Harker sections were oal-
i

culated quickly and employed to check up on some
j • I

of these probably atomic positions, making use of
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the known position of the Bros1no atom* and taking

into account only veotora from (on to) the Bromine

atom* This procedure was of strictly limited,

applicability, however, since atoms had to lie at

special values of x» y or s for their vectors to the

Bromine atom to appear on the Barker sections.

It was at this stage that the tremendous value of a

thorough study of the complete 3-dimenaional Patter¬

son function ms realised, Although the Fourier did

indeed show peaks, many of them must suggestive, yet

there existed great doubts as to its reliability.

Spurious detail was present everywhere, Bense a

method of systematically checking the Fourier would

be invaluable* She 3-dimenslortal Patterson synthesis

presented just this possibility, and so, without

further delay its calculation was begun.

For the Patterson function, the general

sanation which has already been quoted, is
oo

The expansion of this by ordinary trigonometry gives

an expression containing multiples of sines and co¬

sines from which, due to the symmetry of the

sine terms drop out when positive values only of

h, k and 1 are summed, leaving simply

l u e
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56. |
This form of the Patterson function is the

most convenient for computation since, as a product j
of successive cosine terms, it is adapted to the use j

!
of the strips# The working was fairly straightfor¬

ward, the Patterson synthesis being much simpler

than the Fourier# Summation was carried out first |
I {
with respect to 1, then k, then lastly h# The

limits of h, k and 1 were the same as those of the j

Fourier synthesis and the subdivision of the unit

cell was Identical# The unique volume over which

summation had to be done was that contained within j
i

the planes x* 0,£; y« 0,&» 2*0,1# These were
I

mirror planes in the synthesis# The resultant

I3-dloensional distribution was handled in the form
i

of 3° sections: xyz,, xyzlt etc# from z ~0 to z~3Q

60ths# Gontours were drawn on these to indicate the

positions of the peaks and may be seen in Fig, 10 ,

A few points could be checked up quite
j
'quickly# First there were the very heavy Bromine -

Bromine vectors, the positions of which in 3-di¬

mensional space agreed reasonably well with the de¬

ductions which had been made earlier from the pro- |
i t

Jeotlons# Then secondly there was the relative

iabsence of peaks in the region z * 0 to about 2

60ths, to be associated with the fact that the large

jBromine ions, so closely packed at z = 1 and f allow¬
ed no other atoms to occupy the same level, and so

no vectors lying in the plane of (001) from Bromine

to carbon oxygen or nitrogen atoms existed. Third-
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!

ly there was also the relative absence of peaks

between z = 14 and 16 60ths* Remembering again that '
i

the Bromine atoms were crowded into two layers

lying perpendicular to the c-axis* and that these

layers were half the o-axia distance apart» it was
I

clear that a relative absence of atoms at the

| levels z • 0 and £ was indicated by the scarcity

I of Patterson peaks at z = and this confirmed the
evidence given already by the Fourier projections,

and was a good deal more reliable than the latter.

These were general observations of a rather vague j
character* Detailed study was to follow; but

first the opportunity of refinement of the Bromine

atom parameters by exact measurements on the

BromineBromine vector peaks was taken*
|

Fig* 11 shows line sections through the

three peaks in the Patterson due to the Bromine

atom alone* Unfortunately it was not possible to
: :

refine the x-parameter by this method. From these

curves the adjusted position of the ion was taken to

be 14* 8* 14 60ths in place of 14* 9* 14 as
! • I
previously postulated. It is to be noted that there i

i 1

| was little significance in carrying this adjustment j
i to greater position; the Patterson did not show good I

resolution; there were undoubtedly many diffraction

effects due to the employment of so relatively small

a proportion of the total mass of available in¬

tensities. But in any case, for the present purpose

of interpretation of the other peaks in the Patterson^
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i no specially high accuracy in the placing of the
i !
i j
I Bromine atom was required. The systematic analysis j

of the Patterson was now begun.

In a structure containing as many as 28

individual atoms in a unit cell of space group

| P2t 2t , it can be calculated that there are over

I 1,500 vector peaks in the unique volume of the
I

3-dimensional Patterson synthesis. All these will

be present together in the Patterson. Elucidation

of the meaning of so complex a puzzle is consider¬

ed in general quite impracticable. A very great

aid however is the presence of one atom which is

markedly heavier than the rest, since the peaks

corresponding to the vectors from (or to) it stand

out conspicuously on account of their magnitude.

There are 108 such vectors in the present case.

It was clear that to make any progress, the existence

of vectors between the various carbon, oxygen and
i

| nitrogen atoms had to be temporarily ignored, and
i
i

! only those from Bromine to (or from) these atoms
i

! taken into account. The latter were about six times
j

j the strength of the former so that it was not al-

j together unreasonable to assume that vectors to and

; from the Bromine atom would show up, while the re-

; mainder merely formed an undulating irregular back-

; ground. The very real usefulness of this simplif¬

ication, regarded as a working hypothesis, appears

at once when it is remembered that the position of

the Bromine atom generating these 108 vectors is

known. If therefore it should be possible to ex-
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press the posltlona, of these vectors in the Patter-
:

son in terms of the known coordinates of the Bromine |
atom, there would arise a definite possibility of the

solution of the structure,

Making use of the space group symmetries, it

is possible to work out general expressions for the

vectors between any two atoms in the unit cell, let I

us suppose an atom at x, y, z, and another at

xf, y*, z% Xhen, due to the operation of the sorew

axes, we have two sets of four equivalent atoms -

Set 1 • Set 2,

1. X y z 1» X* y' z'

2. h -x ~y J + z 2' -y» & +z»

3. fc + x £ -y -z V i +x* i-y» -z'

4, -X 1 + y £ •2 41 -X' h+y' * -z»

If we write down the expressions for the veotors

1 - 2, 1 - 3» 2 * 4, etd,t we find we obtain the

parameters quoted already on page 27 (Equations & );
I

and the same is true of veotors within the seoond
j ■ I
set, apart from difference of the original x, y,

z values, Shese veotors form the Harker peaks in the
i ;
i

| Patterson synthesis, whioh lie c-f the speoial planes
i ■ |
x, y, or z = §» and whose positions are directly re-

| !

| lated to the coordinates of the unique atom of the
j '

equivalent set in which the vectors originate. If

we consider x, y, z, to be the position of a carbon,

oxygen or nitrogen atom, and xf, y», z*» the Bromine

ion, then the first set of veotors are of the ex-
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tremely weaJc variety, and the second are those which

inform us only of the position of the Bromine atom -

information which has been harvested already. It is

vectors between these atoms and the Bromine which

are especially interesting, i.e., vectors between

1, 2, 5, and 4 and 1*, 2% 3*, and 4% We can

write down the expressions for these in a perfectly

straightforward manner, by systematically sub¬

tracting the coordinates of atoms of the second set

from those of the first.

U - 1*.

- 2*.

- 3'.
- 4*.

4

4

2# - V* 4

2«.

- V

3* -

3l«

4*.

1%

2*.

3%

4».

4

4

x - x*

- X - X*

- X 4- X*

X 4 X*

- X - X*

- X +- X*

- x - x*

- X 4 X*

4 X - X*

X + X*

X - X*

7

~y

4 - 7

4 7

7

7

7

7

4 + x

4. - !»♦

2'< 4

3% 4

4.1

- x - x*

- X 4 X'

- X - X*

- X 4 X'

-7.7

- y + y

£ - 7 + 7

4-7-7

4-7-7

4-7 + 7

- 7 + 7

- 7 - 7

4 4 7 -7

4 + 7*4 7

7 4 7

7-7

z - z

4 - Z 4 SB

Z 4 JB

4 + z + z

4 4 a

z

4 + a

z

z»

2'

z»

4 -

4 -

4 -

4 -

- z - z»

z - z»

Z 4 sj1
Z 4 Z»

I

z - zF
t

z » zF

z + zF

- z + zF tt>.
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We now note that due to the symmetry of the Patterso
1̂

function, which has mirror planes at x i , yHk» »&,
as well as at x-0, y 0, z 0, it is always permissible)
to alter the sign of any coordinate of a vector peak<

!

and also to add or subtract it from unity. As a

consequence, only four vectors remain - I

x - x* y - y* a - z1

&*> x ~ x' - y - y* J-z + z*

£ - x xl & - y - y» a + z*

x 4- x» & - y * y* | - a • z1

And these can be written in the mnemonic form,

( difference difference difference }

( t + sum sum £ + diff*

( J 4 diff | + sum sum

I sum & 4 diff & 4 sum

fhsse are the only vectors of all that exist betwean

the atoms of Set 1 and Set 2 whioh occur as peaks in

the unique volume of the unit oell of the 3-di~
I

mensional Patterson# In all, there are eight times j
i

as many, since the unique volume is 1/8 that of the
f

whole oell; and these are the sixteen listed above, j

-together with their exact opposites, whose presence |
i

is due to the centre of symmetry, She four vectors
expression t6

of equation may be oonsidered either as originating

from one atom of the first set and terminating on

eaoh of the four of the second, or visa versa, since

the mathematical derivation is symmetrical. If con¬

sidered as the vectors from the four Bromine atoms tC
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the atoms of the Strychnine molecule, then these are

the vectors whose peaks in the unique volume of the

Patterson function give promise of possible analysis

of the structure* The argument which was used in

the treatment of these Patterson vectors must be

described in some detail.

let us suppose that in the structure of

Strychnine hydrobroaide only one carbon atom existed,

in addition to the Bromine ion* fhe expression t&
would then correctly define the Bromine - Carbon

/ peaks* fhese peaks are of four distinct types,
i

being governed by four different mathematical re¬

lations* and they fall, in general, in four different

positions in space, If we knew the parameters

x'» ?'» z" of the Bromine atom, we could at once de¬

rive the parameters x, y, z of the earbon atom, -

If we knew which of the four veotor-peaks was of a

given type, or, conversely, which of the four for¬

mulae was applicable to a given peak* If we were

to use one of these formulae first, applying it to

eaoh of the peaks in turn, then, in one ease out of

four, it would yield the correct atomic parameters.
i

In the other three oases, positions in spaoe would be;
;

indicated which were not true solutions, although re¬

lated to the true solution indirectly. If we record*

I ed the solutions reached through the use of the
j i
i first formula and then were to proceed to use the
|
: second in exactly the same way, the correct result
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would again be obtained onoe only, and again ghosts

would be generated in space in the other three in¬

stances. Application of all four formulae to all four

vector peaks would yield, in ail, sixteen solutions

for the parameters of the earbon atom, four of which

would be correct, and the remainder false. But the

important, and indeed crucial, point to observe Is

that, of the sixteen solutions obtained four will be

identical with each other,' while the other positions

sure distributed at random in space, This circum¬

stance, simple though it may seem, would enable in¬

stant recognition of the correct solution from among

the much larger number of false ones,

Precisely the same reasoning holds if there

be n atoms in the Unit Cell in addition to the Bro¬

mine atom, There are then 4n vectors of the Bromine-

Carbon variety* Application of the formulae

to all the veotor peaks would lead to l6n possible sol¬
utions for the parameters of the n atoms, That is

to say, possible atomic positions would be generated

in space, 4n of which would be correct, and 12n

false. But (and this is the essence of the method) j
the 4n correct solutions would appear as only n

positions in space, each having been derived four
I !
times over, while the 12n false solutions would j

i

be scattered more or less uniformly, in a random
!

| fashion throughout space. If n be 27» there are
j

324 ghost atomic positions created; but if these fill!
i
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the entire unique volume of the Fourier synthesis,

then, on the average, there is only one suoh phantom

atom in every 10 units of volume, where the unit is

considered as 'A* * of the axes - (the unit

employed for both the Fourier and Patterson cal¬

culations of the present investigation). 10 would be

expected to occur on eaoh section of Fourier space,

as it is at present divided up in the s-direotion.

This is not a high density, In contrast, regions in

space corresponding to correct solutions should show

a density of about 4 derived atomic positions per

3-6 units of volume, depending on the resolution

of the Patterson function and the inevitable inter¬

ference of the undulating baoJcgroodd. It follows

therefore that treatment of all the observable peaks

in the Patterson synthesis as if they all fitted all

of the four formulae for Bromine - Carbon vectors,

should give rise to a mass of results in 5~&li&en8lona

space in whioh heavy concentrations of derived atomic

positions would ooour and could be taken as Indic¬

ating true positions of atoms, while all other derive

atomic positions could be ignored.

It is important that the real nature of

ithis method sho uld be made as clear as possible,
j
IA slightly different manner of description, graphical

I rather than mathematical is useful. It has been
|
I shown already that the set of four vectors which ex-
!

;tend from the 4 equivalent Bromine atoms to any

one carbon atom appear in the Patterson as peaks
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*

! within the unique volume of the synthesis, and the
I I

problem is that of locating this carbon atom wlti

which these four vectors are associated. In Fourier

space • l,e, in the ordinary unit cell - these four j
vectors converge upon the atom in question; if we

were given the positions of the Bromine atoms in the

oell, and the length and direction of the vectors
j !

in question, together with information as to which
!

vector belonged to which Bromine atom, we should

at once find the carbon atom as the point where the j
four vectors met. In Patterson space - i,e, in the

3-dimensional Patterson synthesis - these four veo-

tors exist unchanged, but for the fact that they all j

originate together from the origin. Were there only j
|

one carbon atom in the Cell, along with the Bromine j
ion, so that there were only four Bromine - oarbon

vectors in the unique volume of the Patterson, then

it is easy to see that if the Patterson were to be j
1

| held in Fourier space with its origin at the centre
{
I

; of one of the equivalent Bromine atoms, one of the set
i :

| vector peaks would appear at the oarbon atom posit-
| !

ion. The other three vector peaks would lie else-

| where in other directions and at different distances !
j : !! depending on the relations obtaining between the
I i

carbon atom and the other three Bromine atoms. If

the Patterson were to be moved to one of these other j

Bromine atoms, one of the vector peaks previously

meaningless would in its turn appear at the carbon

atom position, while the other three lay elsewhere -
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not neoessarily in the positions occupied before.

Placing the origin of the 3",&im8*1sional Patterson

at the centre of each one of the vector-generating

Bromine atoms successively, preserving its original

orientation, results in a reconstruction in Fourier

space of the original set of four converging vec¬

tors; and this set of vectors is at onoe distinguish' i

able from the mass of other vectors simply by the

fact that they converge upon the atom which oaused
!

them. For more than one atom the argument holds j
equally well; if the Patterson synthesis be set

with its origin at each of the Bromine atoms succes¬

sively, 4 mass of veotors in the Patterson
|

should be found converging on as many points in the j
unit cell as there are carbon( or other) atoms.

|
Against the background of other veotors, wrongly

attributed to Bromine atoms with whioh they were j
I

not associated, these points should stand out due j
to the coincidence there in each Case of four

vector peaks. In this way, from a knowledge of

distribution of Bromine carbon vector peaks in the j
i

Patterson, and of the position of the Bromine atom j

itself, the structure of the crystal oould be oom-

pletely determined, The success of the method departs
entirely upon the circumstance that more than one

equivalent position exists in the structure, The

method consists in discovering the convergence of

certain veotors extending from these equivalent

points.
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Comparison with the Barker method^ 9 ) is

instructive# When in a certain structure, atoms

A, B, C IM are related to A1, B', C ,,, by the |
operation of a screw axis, then the vectors A-A'#

B-B', C-C' ,,, etc. appear as peaks in a certain

section of the Patterson synthesis, (e.g. Z = &

j for a 2-fold screw axis parallel to the c axis).
If these peaks can be found and recognised in the

Patterson seotion, the positions of A B 0 etc. can
|

be derived. The vector-convergence method however

considers vectors i,e. A - A, A - B, A - 0, etc,

and A* -A, A1 - B, A* -0, Recognition of the

vector peaks concerned is achieved by noting their

convergence on the atomic positions, A, B und C,

In the former method, although all general intens¬

ities have to be used, only a seotion of the Patter¬

son synthesis is employed* In the latter, the entire

Patterson function is used. The former, even if

the special peaks are correctly reoogniaed, gives
i

only two of the parameters of each atom, the Barker j
pattern being a projected 'image of the molecule';

| it is fundamentally inextenslble to 3-dimensional j
i !

3pace, The latter gives all three parameters of ;

each atomic position simultaneously, since it oper- I
i

ates quite generally in 3-dimensional space (though
it is also perfectly applicable to 2-dimensional

i
cases), In particular, while the application of

the Barker method to a glide plane or mirror plane

symmetry restricts its use to a single dimension at
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a time, the Vector-Convergence method retains J-

dimensional applicability and gives 3-dimeneional

solutions for all types of symmetry with the except¬

ion only of inversion# HarJcerfa method, on the

other hand does not require any fore-toowledge of

the structure, whereas the Vector-convergence tech¬

nique demands the knowledge of the looation of at

least one (preferably heavy) atom, which serves as

the point of reference for all others# Finally, the

H&rker method, In the case of structures with several

more than one screw axis, can utilise only one of

these at a time, and in each case, the recognition

of the relevant Harker-peaks from among interfering

non-Harker peaks, is equally difficult , In contrast

the Vector-convergenoe method employs the existing

screw axes simultaneously and gains very greatly in

power and ease of interpretation where more than

one is present# Evidently the use of convergenoe of

vectors has considerable promise for crystal structurjs
analysis, especially where the operation of the space

group symmetries give rise to multiplicity of four

in the structure, as is the case in P2i2t2tt the spa©

M#J# Buerger ( 1 ' has developed a teohniquc
(the Implication Function Theory) to aid in the re¬
cognition of Harker peaks in. Patterson sections, and j
to enable definite estimation of the ambiguity assoc¬
iated with any given postulated atomic position to
be made. But his treatment adds nothing essential
to the Harker method#
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I

group involved in the present study. Its employment j
in the case of Strychnine hydrobromide must now be

described*
i
I

In transferring the origin of the 3-^imGns-

ional Patterson synthesis, to the positions of the

Bromine atoms in the unit cell, it was found best
I

to handle the synthesis as it was, and simply to

copy down four times all the figures it contained,

The only simplification made was that all negative

numbers were omitted, and as the Patterson con¬

tained no (000) term, this reduced the labour by

approximately 5^ f>m Precisely analogous to that for

the Fourier synthesis, a 3-dimensional network of
j

points was drawn out to scale to represent the uni<iue|
«

quarter of the unit cell ( a x b x £c)« The

Patterson was copied into this framework. As the

subdivisions along a and b had been in l^ths,
translations of 30^6oths brought the Patterson

into an intermediate position relative to these sub¬

divisions j but this was no disadvantage, for it re¬

sulted only in networks subdivided now in 6oths, at
. i

each suooessive level of z , In transcribing the
i

! figures of the Patterson, the mirror planes in it
I i

I at x, y, z = 0,| had constantly to be borne in

mind; by their use the Patterson was extended in

| whatever direction was desired, to fill the volume
of the 4 unit oell that was being studied. This

was tricky, but in principle quite straightforward.
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i The whole process did not take longer than one week,

l All this was carried out without reference to the

results of the Fourier, although these had been

obtained some weeks earlier, but when finished, the

product was compared with the Fourier section by

section to Judge, by the degree of correspondence,

; if any, whether the method had succeeded or not,

Even a sceptic would have had to admit the

I reality of strong oorreiation between the results
| i
of this Patterson interpretation and the 3-dimens-

ional Fourier syntheses. Indeed, so striking was
I

the general resemblance between the arrangement of j

jtt. peaXs on the successive Fourien actions, una
! distribution of vectors at the corresponding z-
I I

I levels, that it was at first difficult to believe
|

I that there did not exist some mathematical reason

iwhich demanded that they have same form, irre¬

spective of the structure. The sections of the !

Vector-Convergence Distribution (hereafter re¬

ferred to as the Y-C,D,) are reproduced in Fig, 10.
i '•

together with their counterparts in the Fourier

synthesis. All numbers between 0 and 10 are shown

as dots, and numbers above this as crosses, while

the origin peak is symbolised by a small circle.

The most marked general similarity between the elec¬

tron™ distribution and the distribution of vector-

convergence is clearly seen. So remarkable did this

result seem at the time, that a considerable period

was at once spent on the construction of a model



I
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| 71. :
! to follow the process closely, 2 or 3 or 4 atoms

being placed arbitrarily in a unit cell of space

group P2t 2t , the 3-dimensional Patterson being

constructed from them and then the V-G»D, obtained.

The model worked perfectly, reproducing the orig¬

inally postulated atoms in their correct pos-

itions not only in one quarter but in the whole j
i • j
| of the unit cell, Also, it was noted that the V-C,©,
I !
I did not show any peaks where there were strong

!

diffraction peaks in the Fourier, due to the Bro¬

mine atom, Ultimately, becoming more confident,
a start was made at using this interpretation of

the Patterson for the actual finding of the structure
j

of the crystal, and the fixing (roughly) of the

atomic parameters, j

This was the crueial stage of the whole

analysis, Everything was now ready for the post-
r

ulation of a definite structure for Strychnine

hydrobromide,
|

! |

So that the evidence of the 3-dimensional
! i
; Fourier and the 3-dimensional Vector-Convergence
i

! Distribution could be viewed simultaneously in space,;

! they were plotted (to scale) oo-extensively over the !
i - ■

I whole of the quarter unit cell (a x b x |c) on

glass plates supported one above the other at the
I
correct spacing by a light frame. Contour lines

! were found most unsuitable for this purpose; the

strain on the eyes occasioned by their use was
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considerable. Coloured dots were used instead -

green for the V-C.D., violet for the Fourier -

their density being high wherever there was a peak

in the Fourier or a convergence of vectors in the

V-C.D,, and the two differently coloured systems

being Interleaved, yet not interfering with each

other. Quite a casual glance showed the position of

the molecule as a whole. Closer inspection of the

finer detail in the clouds of coloured dots reveal¬

ed ring systems plainly. The molecule seemed to ex¬

tend downwards to the level z » 2 6oths{measured as

a fraction of the o-axis) as a flat plate; higher

; up it branched out into two leaves, the smaller of
which lay nearly horizontally, 5 - 7 A beneath

the Bromine atom, and the larger of which rose near¬

ly to z =12 60ths and was curved inwards upon it*

self in a concave shell-shaped structure. This

latter consisted of three fused rings, and it could

| be seen that one of the three was smaller than the

; other two. The atoms under the Bromine atom were
i

| less definite; but those at the lowest tip of the
|
! molecule certainly lay in the form of a flat ring,
I
! and between them and the wider part of the molecule

; the connecting material was probably another ring.
|

Although it might have been possible to
/»

arrive at a correct solution of the structure assum¬

ing only that atoms were to be placed in regions

of high electron density and vector-convergence and
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| that they should be spaced in general about
• 1^ Angstroms apart, it was felt wise, and not at

all unjustified, to use what was available in the

way of chemioal knowledge of the Strychnine struct-

ure. In this sense, the structural formula of the

Strychnine molecule was taken as reliable, except

for the 7-membered ether ring; but as regards stereo*
t

! configuration of the saturated parts of the mole¬

cule at least, no model of any kind was employedfas
its use was considered to be dangerous and in any

case unnecessary. The Strychnine molecule was

known T ) to contain, in all, 25 atoms (exclud¬

ing H) Joined up in seven rings, one of which, the

benzene ring, was known to be flat, and fused to

one other ring only. There oould be found no

possible location for the flat benzene ring other

than that at the tip of the molecule, near the

base of the unit cell; and it had been expected in

this region in any case as its non-polar character

would result in its avoiding proximity to the

charged Bromine lona. Its connection with the

I rest of the molecule was therefore identified as the

I 5-merabered part of the indole system. The shell-
i

| shaped structure above was found to consist of a

; 6-membered ring nearly horizontal as its floor, with

two roughly vertical rings, one 6-membered, one

5-membered, as its walls. The topmost point of

junction of these two rings was an atom bonded to

three others, and protruding upwards towards the

Bromine atom of the neighbouring unit cell. This
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was the basic nitrogen atom, and the two rings were

the reduced pyridine and pyrrolidine rings re¬

spectively. The third ring of the shell was the

Cyclohexane ring of the molecule, Fused partly to

this and partly to the indole ring, the amide ring

could be disoerned; the oxygen of the ketone group

oould be seen pointing downwards, near the centre

(with respect to x and y) of the cell. The ether
i

ring was the only one whose placing was more doubt- !

ful, and this was unfortunate since it was also the

least certain part of the atruoture so fac as the

chemical evidence was concerned; however, it lay

somewhere below the Bromine atom, undoubtedly, As

for the water of crystallisation, there were still

two or three rather isolated islands of electron

density and vector-convergence in the upper part of

the luarter-oell, between and below the Bromine pos¬

itions; and as it was not ctulte certain at the time

whether there were two or three molecules of water

in the structure, the three strongest peaks were |
A*

taken as the location of 3 water molecules* In 1
!

placing the carbon, oxygen and nitrogen atoms in
j

position in the various rings (accomplished by

sliding tiny squares of red oardboard to the desired j
I points on the glass plates) it was found that,
| , | .

I*later on, when more accurate measurements of
the unit cell dimensions had been made, it became

jpossible to show definitely that only two water mole-
: cules were present. This was in any case demonstrate^
by the succeeding Fourier projections.



Table J

Parameters of Structure 1

Coordinates in 6oths of Cell edgf

x y z

Carbon, Nitrogen 34
xygen atoms ; 44

1
32

10
40

11
28

6
24
12
26

4
20
58
36

2

16
26

6
42

20
42

53

io8
22
54
44

It
8
4
44
12
52
24
36
32

6
10
48
38
40

2

Bromine atom i 14 8 14

(No distinction was made, at this stage,
between Carbon Oxygen and Nitrogen atoms.)
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j

to a very rough approximation, interatomic distances,!
i

and bond angles were correct, She distance from the ;

basic nitrogen to the Bromine was roughly that to

be expected assuming their closest possible approach;!

elsewhere distances from the Bromine were always

greater. The packing of the molecules was fairly
i

open. When final adjustments had been made to the |
postulated Structure, a note was taken of all the

atomic coordinates to the nearest 6oth ( in

the z direction and the nearest 3°^^ (

direction of the other two axes, This was "Struct¬

ure 1", and if on the right lines would bo the

basis of a straightforward refinement process*

It should be noted that the Vector-Con- j
vergenoe distribution derived from the 3"dimensional

P&tteraon synthesis was employed only during the !
I

Initial postulation of the structure and not any

further than this. Its special advantage lay in

pointing out atomic positions with a fair measure

of certainty, although not with any great accuracy,

due to its comparatively poor resolution, That

I Structure 1 was correct seemed highly probablf from j
{ ;

! the general appearance of the evidence, but it

| would, seon become clear whether this was 30 or not

I by degree of agreement between the observed

values and those calculated from this structure, and

ultimately by the convergence or otherwise of the

successive approximation process which had now to be

begun,
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| Part III
Section 3*

2-Dimensional Fourier calculations for
Succesalve Refinement.

This Section describes the final stage of

the structure analysis. Having first of all found,
|

| as described in section 1, the location in the
.

unit cell of the heavy Bromine atoms the excursion

into 3-dimensional methods dealt with in the second

section, enabled postulatlon of the positions of all

the other atoms in the structure. By 2-dimensional j
methods it would have been impossible or at least i

i

highly impracticable. It now remains to verify I
i

the conclusions which have been reached and to im¬

prove the accuracy of the results.

Ideally, refinement of the structure might

have been oarried out by 3-dlmensional methods also,
but here the excessive labour involved was not

!
thought worthwhile. For, now that the actual \

i

structure of the crystal had been found, the chief

drawback in the use of 2-dimensional methods, viss,
i

the difficulty of their unequivocal interpretation

had been overcome. Since 2-dimensional Fourier pro- I
Section calculations could be extended without j

i i

; special difficulty to cover all reflections up to

the highest values of h, k and 1, and since they

had in any ease the great advantage that the phase

j angles of the terms were always necessarily mul-
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tiplae of making the signs of the amplitudes

simply positive or negative, it was felt that they

should now be employed for the remaining task of

stage by stage improvement of the atomio parameters*

The c-axis projection was of no valuej attention

was concentrated therefore on the a and b axes
i

I only*
| j

j
She first step was the calculation of j

structure factors including not merely the Bromine

atom contributions, but those of all atoms in the

structure* This was done using equations 8

(page 3o). To reduce the work involved and with

the sacrifice only of accuracy not required at the

present stage, no oorreotion for the values of f

I was made, except that Bromine was given a weight of

60 and other atoms of 10 throughout* The calcul-

ation was applied to both aero layer-lines, (Okl)
and ChOl); for- each it expanded up to h and k=5#

j and 1 = 20 only* The subdivision of the unit oell

was still that which had been used for the previous
1

structure factor calculations*
i

Whether the postulated structure was really
| j
j correct or not, at least in essentials, was to be
j judged by the improvement in the agreement of the

| calculated and observed intensities, and in the
i j
! general character of the new Fourier syntheses,

The results of the calculation of !£k( for Structure 1

indicated that a considerable advance had been



Comparison of Observed lFhlcll» relative
values (full line), with the calculated
F-yalu.es obtained from Structure 1.
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made# Agreement, though by no means good, was

vastly improves over the previous comparison with
j

observed F-values# Flg#l3 which shows the new

values should be compared with Fig# 3 # the qualit¬

ative correlation ma markedly greater. These values

of were utilised to adjust the signs which

had been attributed to the terms of Fouriers I and
✓

| XI j about 15 were altered, Then the Fouriers were
recalculated to see how their appearance was

affected. They were, in fact, not altered very

greatly, although there were indications of neces¬

sary adjustments to the structure. But it was

difficult to be certain of the evidence they provid¬

ed as the resolution was still very low, A change

in the position of three atoms of the Bther ring

created Structure 2, but when the new values of F

had been calculated for one zone, they showed only

a few rather unimportant changes# A fresh and very

careful study was made of the whole body of evid¬

ence, especially that relating to the Sther ring,

Bond-distances were also taken into account; they

were found very approximately by graphical methods.

Out of this arose Structure 3 which, apart from

| relatively small shifts, was essentially identical
j
| with Structures 1 and 2 except at the Bther ring

| where quite big changes had been made# (This struct-
!

ure still included three water molecules, however;

see page74)# Coordinates of atoms were now ex-



Key to Sable 4, and succeeding Sables,

For the various atoms of the Strychnine
molecule, the system of numbering adopted for
reference purposes was related to the ohemhoal *

formula in accordance with the following diagram.
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She ty/o water molecules (three in the case of
Structure 3) are refered to as 0? and O4,

She numbering used in the Chemical literature
was different, and less complete. She diagram
below is taken from "Organic Chemistry", Henry
GilmanC&ditor in Chief), (Wiley, 1938, 1943),
and is given here for comparison.



Table 4

Structure 3

Carbon atoms Ho.

Nitrogen atoms

Oxygen atoms :

BROMINE atom J

Coordinates In Coordinates 1:
60ths 120the of Cel

edge
X y z

1 37 39 7
2 44 43 4
3 50 51 4
$ 47 58 7
5 41 55 10
6 35 4| 10
7 2? 45 14
8 23 34 12
9 12 51 16

10 2b 41 22
11 34 3§ 18
12 10 48 13
13 4 37 13
14 12 31 10
15 4 42 22
16 3 34 18
11 2 24 19
18 9 14 12
19 13 20 8
20 22 13 7
21 32 20 6

1 32 % 9
2 16 48 22

1 37 20 2
2 0 20 14
3 32 10 20
4 42 2 27
5 56 4 20

14 8 28
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pressed in 6oths of the a and b axes, and .120ths of j
j

the o-axis; they are recorded in Tabled . jJ

Calculation of Fju was oarried out again,

this time extended over all the possible values of

h, k and 1 in the two zero layer-lines, i.e. out

from the origin of the reoiprooal lattice to the

region of the limiting sphere at Sin© - 1, The

Beevers-Lipson strips were again employed for this

calculation, since the 3° set was now available

and could be used for the z coordinates of the atomsj

for the x and y coordinates the old set sufficed.

All the contributions of the various types of atoms
!

were multiplied by the appropriate value of fs,v„ j
j

these being obtained graphically at each value of

Sin© from the data of James and Brindley

The calculation meant a great deal of labour, con¬

sidering that each zone contained about 340 indi-

viddal reflecting planes, but it was now felt to j
be fully justified - or indeed demanded - at this

stage. i

For Comparison with these calculated values |
of F/^ , it was desirable to have absolute rather

than relative values for the observed intensities of

reflection. Besides for the calculation of Fourier

I projections, absolute intensity data, Inclusive of

the temperature correction, would give the resol¬

ution which was at this stage essential for further ;

progre ss.
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To bring the existing data on to the ab¬

solute scalet the method of A»J»C, Wilson J J was

used* Shis method does not maiie any assumptions

about the structure of the crystal, but calculates,

on the absolute scale, the total amount of reflect*

ion of X-Rays by the crystal within any given range

of Sin Qm Apart from a constant factor due to the

arbitrary scale of intensity measurement, the

temperature effect is the main one corrected for by

Wilson's method* Since this effect varies expo¬

nentially as a function of Sla*0 , the graph of

the logarithm of the correction factor against Sinx0
should be a straight line. Any other factors such

as extinction effects at low orders, or absorption

of X-Rays by the crystal, and so on, which do not

follow this relation, will alter the shape of the

Wilson curve, But none of them, except perhaps

anomalous extinctions, car render the Wilson curve

discontinuous, since almost all factors influencing

the Intensities of reflection are functions of

Sin0 , Hence Wilson's method is an excellent means

of obtaining absolute values of observed intensities

and in addition of observing to what extent the be¬

haviour of the crystal is being affected by

absorption, extinction, etc. It is a method suited

best to crystals with large unit cells where the

averaging of a satisfactory number of intensities in

each range of 3inx0 is possible. About 6-10

ranges are desirable and in each at least 20 - 25
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reflections should be averaged.

With Strychnine hydrobromide, using the

photographs made with the small sphere of crystal,

and the method of measurement already described,

the Wilson curve did in fact turn out remarkably

near a straight line. So nearly linear did the
1

points appear to lie (see Fig, t4-) that a simple
j

straight line was drawn through them with a ruler,

and this was then used for the correction of all

observed intensity measurements in the respective

zones. Both the (hOl) and (OJcl) zones were treated

in this way. This work covered all the reflections

up to 1= 40 in each zone. The resulting absolute

Values of F0b,. were now ready to be compared with

FfldCe. •

That Structure J> was certainly or the correct

JAlnes, and a considerable improvement on Structure 1,

was evident at once from a comparison of the calcul*

ated and observed structure amplitudes plotted
!

graphically together. These are seen in Fig, i*f ,

Although the agreement left a great deal to be de¬

sired (the value of ^- was over 0 ,60) 1
^ \VovA

yet it was sufficiently good to give cause for en- j
courageinent, A great deal was hoped from the new

j !
iFourier projections,

• f

| A table was drawn out for each zone in which ;

|was entered, against every intensity, the sign in-
|dicated for it by the Bromine atom contribution, by
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Structure 1, 2 and 3# Ir deciding the signs to be

used for the Couriers, maximum weight was given to

the latter evidence, tut where this was inconclusive,

the other sources were sometimes allowed to deter¬

mine the sign, In this way signs were allocated to

about 80 - 85 ^ of the 340 structure factors in each

zone.

The resultant Fourier projections calculated !

in subdivisions of 120tfea in the z direction and

30ths in the x and y directions, and employing

corrected absolute intensities up to 1 = 40, fa and Jc

= 9# fulfilled expectations as regards the revel¬
ation of detail and provision of new information.

They are reproduced in Figs, together with

diagrams showing a projection of the postulated

atomic positions of Structure 3, The resolution of
the peaks and especially their weighting was still

very far from perfect, but the improvement on the

previous electron density maps was very considerable,
i
It was seen that a large number of small shifts were

indicated. On the basis of the evidence of these two

Fouriera, and by studying them jointly, the para¬

meters of about half of the atoms were altered

slightly. In particular, one of the water molecules

(0$) was omitted altogether; there had not been
i

any strong evidence for Its existence (see page T4 ) !
! I
j and in the Fourier projections it did not appear,
J I
! Also the position of the Bromine atom was adjusted

j to the most accurate possible value, since small



Table %

Structure 4

Carbon atoms Ifo. 1
2

I

1
11
12
13
14

16
17
10
19
20
21

Ifltrogen atoms: 1
2

Oxygen atoms : 1
2
3

BROMINE atom :

x( tooths}
37
AA
T V

5°a48
41
35
27
23
20
25
34
ID

4
12

4
3
2
9

13
21
30

32
17

26
59
32
47

131

y( 6oths)
37
40
49
50
55
45
42
22
§2
41

37
31
42

24
15
20
14
21

48

20
17
10

0

71

2(360the)
21
10
10
19
30

i
56
39
39

54

%
27
19
16

27
64

8
82

84
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errors in its oosition soulJ aiTeoc the structure

i*

I

amplitudes ao greatly. Fig.23 shows the curves by

which Sfck position was found; these were sections

approximately through the centre of the atom and

the determination of its parameters depended on

the assumption of spherical symmetry of the peaic.

The values obtained were x - 8l 36otha, y = 46 360ths
and s = 84 3^0 ths. Thus the fresh set of atomic

positions, Structure 4, was arrived at. (Table )

Successive stages of Fourier projection

refinement are always rather similar. Just as for

Structure 3 so now for Structure 4 structure factors

were calculated for both <h01) and (Qlel) zones, and

then the signs of the terms in the Fouriers adjusted

on the basis of the new evidence, The placing of

the atoms was now a little more exact - to the

nearest 6oth© ( 0.13A) in the x and y directions

and the nearest 360ths in the z direction ( Q«Q5MO«
Calculation could still be done with the strips

when the preliminary summations were made with the
*

aid of a t»ble divided Into single degree intervals^
specially compiled for the purpose. When the signs

of the Fourier terms had been readjusted new pro¬

jections (Figs.vS-tf) were calculated. I

From a study of these a number of small

I shifts were again made and Structure 3 came into

I being. Precisely as with Structure 4 values of F

; for the (hOl) and (Oicl) net-planes were calculated,



Table 6

Structure 5

Carbon atoms i

Nitrogen atoms :

Oxygen atoms t

BfiOMINB atom t

x(6oths) y(6oths) z(36oths)
21
11
10
10
30
31
44
38

%56

3
g°6
54
57
45
27
15
16

27
64

No* 1 37 38
2 44 40
3 50 49
4 47 57
5 40 55
6 3§ 45
I 28 42
B 24 32
9 20 51

10 25 41
41 33 37
12 10 49
13 5 38
14 12 31
15 6 43
16 3 35
xl l 24
18 59 17
19 13 21
20 21 15
21 29 22

1 32 30
2 17 48

1 34 20
2 9 15
3 33 10
4 48 0

m 71

82

84
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Sable J

Structure 6

x(6oths) y(6otha) 2(^560 the

Carbon atoms fTo# 1
2

1

I
10
II
12

a
a

Hltrogen atoms i

Oxygen atoms ;

20
21

1
2

1
2

I

45
50
47

36
28
24
20
25
34
10

5
12

6
3
0

58

21
29

32
17

3£

18
40
49

345
43
52
50
41
41

%
45
5126
18
21
15
22

30
48

20
15
11
o

21
12
10

%
31
44
58

$
58

I
54
58
46
27
19
16

27
64

I961
81

BROMINE atom : 13* 7! 84
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using the same cell-subdivisions a3 before, and again

the calculated and observed structure amplitudes

were oo/spared, The value of lit' had already

fallen to about 0,35 for the previous atruoture,

measured graphically, for Structure p» it ma now

determined aoouratuly and found to be 0,48 for the

(hOl) sone, but rather higher for the (Oicl) sone,

A small amount of readjustment of signs was carried

out, and again three projections down the a and b

axes were prepared (Flgs.2o-H),

At this stage inspection of the three

Fouriers VIII, X and XII showed that in the region

y = 42 6oths, 2-20 120ths, a curious neck-like

connection between two peaks which had been thought

to be ^purely spurious, had developed consistently

till it was now a veritable peak in itself, The

indication was that this was due to an atom which up

to now had been incorrectly placed. It was soon

found that Cu could be moved over nearly a quarter

A to satisfy the a-axis Fourier projections without

altering its fit on the projections of the b-axis.

The atom concerned was a member of only one ring

and the shift of its position, large as it was, had

the effect only of bending this ring out of a plane.

It was the five-me/nbe red reduced pyrrole ring, j
j

The set of parameters with this single modification j
was called Structure pa* Structure factors for the j

(Okl) zone were calculated and the value of Hi re- ,

j |
i determined. It was 0,5l» almost the same as that
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obtained for the b-axls zone for Structure 5. A

few changes in the signs of some Fourier terms were

indicated, and when taking account of this a new

Fourier projection (Fig#22) was obtained, the in-

orease in strength and resolution of a new peak

seemed to jiistify the alteration which had been

made#

It was now unlikely that any more than quite

small adjustments were required to be made to the

atomic positions# However, with Rt as high as

50 fL there was still some distance to go before an

acceptably accurate structure was obtained# Using

Fouriers XI and XII& adjustments were made giving

Structure 6 (Table 7 ) and when structure factors

were recalculatec, Ri had fallen to 0,43 for the

(hCl) zone, but was still as high as 0#50 In the

case of the (Okl) zone# These computations were
■

carried out not with the strips this time, but

with & simple Fourier machine which had been con¬

structed in the course of the work. An account of

the principles, design and functioning of this

machine is given in Appendix I#
I

i

It seemed at first as though the limit of

refinement possible by the use of Fourier project¬

ions had been reached but when it was remembered that

the values of observed structure amplitudes being

used were still those obtained by correction by

! the straight line Wilson curve, it was realised
1

! that a more discerning form of correction would un-
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aoub-tedly improve the aceuraoy of the analysis.

Now that an almost certain, even if not quite exact,

knowledge of the structure had been obtained, the

Wilson method for correction could be and should be

supplanted by direot comparison of the measured

values of the reflection intensities with those

calculated from Structure 6. In principle this

method of correction was the same as that of Wilson;

but whereas in the latter it was impossible to make j

allowance for the non-uniformity of distribution of

reflection intensity over the points of the reci¬

procal lattice, as caused by the nature of the

structure itself, it was now possible to do so.

Thus effectively a new 'Wilson curve* could be ob¬

tained, with the scatter of points from the line

very much reduced. The curve drawn through such

points would have greater accuracy than the former

correction curve. In Fig, 24 is shown one of the

curves obtained. Using these curves the measured

values of the intensities for all the (hOl) and

(Okl) reflections were corrected to absolute values,

which although not perfectly oorreot, were un-
i

doubtedly more nearly so than the previous set.
! I

;

With the new and improved values of i
I ' I
| it was interesting to calculate again the value of
j |
I Ri t to gain a better estimate of the accuracy of the!
! struoture than had been possible hitherto! For the
I J I
; (Okl) zone K was found to be 0,39 and for the i

| (hOl) zone 0,34, These values were still fairly
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!high as Judged by the figures which had been obtained

| in other complete structure determinations, but that
|they had fallen even as low a3 this meant that the
i

struoture was converging satisfactorily and could

therefure certainly be regarded as correct.

With the improved values of F0bs new Fourier

syntheses were calculated, This was the last step

taken in the process of successive refinement of the j
i |

structure, so far as the work described in this

Thesis is concerned, It was recognised that pro¬

jections employing the better-corrected observed data

would give is.ors accurate values of the parameters

than had been possible using the data which had been

corrected only by the straight-line Wilson curve. The

effect of the new correction had been moat especially

an inorease of the importance of the highest orders

of the reflection intensities, together with some

raising of the very low orders in addition. Better

resolution was therefore expected from the new
!

| Fouriera also.
The Fourier machine, already referred to,

was used for the calculation of these Fouriers*
I . I

That is, it was employed for the second summation,

I since the first must be at single degree intervals
: and are best done with tables. The subdivisions I
! ;

of the unit cell, etc,, were the same as for the

preceding Fourier syntheses.
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The most, striking result of the Fourier

calculation was the manner in Yfhieh the carbon peaks

were raised. Some gained more than others, and the

net effect was a markedly better distribution of

height amongst the various peaks. There were still

many imperfectiona and Irregularities, notably in the

shape of some of the peaks, but on the whole the

new data gave projections of considerably improved

quality.

These two Fourier projections, the fixial

ones of the investigation reported in this Thesis,

are shown in Figs, 2? and 28, The contour lines are

drawn at the same intervals as in the case of the

previous diagrams, Around the Bromine atom, at a

distance of approximately 1,05 A, there was now

a clearly marked diffraction ring, This was evident¬

ly the cause of the pronounced elongation of the

water molecule peak in the a-axis projection and also

the reason for the apparently triangular shape of the

same molecule projeoted down the b-axis. It must be

noted that, in the b projection, the sorew axis at

2 s 4, and parallel to the x direction, reproduces
!

i the Bromine atom just above this water molecule,
!
! The influence of the diffraction ridge was to raise
|
; the slopes of this peak nearer to the Bromine atom
i

I so much that the centre of the peak was considerably
|
j shifted, and this accounted for the discrepancy that

existed between the z-coorainate of this atom as
!

giyen by the two Fouriers, Diffraction effects
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occurred elsewhere In the projections, usually near

I

the centres of rings of atoms. These peaks were al-

! ways very small. The background was more irregular

j than previously, but it was, with one or two ex¬

ceptions, only in the region of the Bromine atom that
the negative values exceeded the vfclue of the con¬

stant term, !<,« , which had been omitted from the
1

i calculation,

I ' I
When the positions of the peaks were oomparedj

i r

| with the parameters of Structure 6, it was found
i that q.ulte a number of small shifts in atomic poa-
|
I itions were Indicated. That this should have been
II

| so was a olear indication that the ultimate limit of i
! |
refinement of the structure by Fourier methods had

I
not yet been reached. It was interesting to see

how the refinement process had been unable to ad¬

vance much further while the more poorly corrected

intensity data were still being used, Row, without

doubt, one or two more approximations could again

I be made, giving a structure still more near the

| exact truth, and using the structure amplitudes
i |
I calculated from this, a still better correction ofI w i

I

j the observed data would be possible, leading in turn I
! to yet higher accuracy. Improvement in the later

j stages would of course be much slower? the adjust¬

ments in atomic coordinates would become progressive¬

ly less until the effect on the F-values of suoh

adjustments became comparable with the error present

in the observed measurements themselves.



Table 8

Structure 7

Angst rom-units

Carbon 1
2

I
I

10
II
12

14
115
16

19
20
21

x y z
(6oths)( 360th
38 38 22

s)

4$ 40
50
47
40

28
24
21

10
5

l|
3
0

20
29

32
50

25 41
34 40

58 18
11 21

15
22

12
10
19

55 29
36 46 32

42 44
38
48

4
38
31
43
34 54
26 58'

46
27
1$
14

4.84

t:i5*98
5*09
4.58
3.56
3.05
2«6I
3*18
4.33
1.27
0.64
1.65
0.76
0.38
0.00
7.39
1.40
2.54
3.69

4.88
5.13
6. 29

I'M
5.90
5.39
4.11
6.42
5.26
5.13
6.29
4.88

)8
>2

4.36
3.34
2.31
2.70
1.93
2.82

2.03
1.11
0.92

1:11
2.96
4.06
3.5o
4.42
6.36
5.35
3.60
2.86
6.08
4.98
5.35
4.24
2.49
1.75
1.48

Nitrogen 1
2

32 30 27
17 48 64

4.07
2.16

>.85
>.16

2.49
5.90

Oxygen 1
2
3
4

Bromine
(See Fig 26)

34
7

20
15
11

0

6

81

(36oths)
80.7 46p 839

o'M
4.20
6.10

2.57
1.93
1*41
0.00

0 t:*P3.60
5.62
7.47

1.710 0.984 7.740
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Structure 7» whose parameters were decided

; by a study of the position of the peaJcs on Fouriers

I XIII and XIV (see also Fig. 26) was oonsidered pro-
i

bably the most aoourate approach to the exact truth

of the structure of Strychnine hydrobromide that was

possible on the basis of the worJc carried out. It

! could not be claimed as highly precise, but was cer¬

tainly sufficiently reliable to justify, the state¬

ment that the 3-dimensional analysis, described in
|

i the preceding Section, had indeed given the correct
I

j solution of the crystal structure.



91. j
Discussion and Criticism*

1* The Structure*

A list of the parameters of Structure 7 Is

| given in Table 8, and a large scale diagram (Fig, 29)
! j

shows* with some indication of perspective* the
i

| appearance of the contents of the q.uarter-unit cell as

projected down the z-axis, This projection is per¬

haps the best one for studying the shape of the mole¬

cule, Also it was the direction used for viewing the
i !

results of the 3-dimensional Fourier and Vector-
j t
| convergence diagrams, and it is interesting to re-
i '
: late Fig, 29 to the appearance of these 3-dimensional|

distributions, described on page - 75/ ®he oave-

like, or shell-shaped configuration of the upper

part of the molecule is easily appreciated. The

molecule as a whole is quite compact. The packing
i i
of the molecules in space is fairly open, as the

irregular shape of the molecule demands; and the
j

; two water molecules lie in the largest of the

hollows, forming, with the Bromine atoms, a zig-zag

chain running in the x-direction through the crystal,|
Neither of the two oxygen atoms combined in the

Strychnine molecule have any connection with this

polar region; the Ether oxygen is more than four Ang¬
stroms from the Bromine ion, and the oarbonyl group

is even farther distant, There is no connection

between the carbonyl groups or the ether oxygen

atoms in different molecules; it is true that the

former face inwards towards the z*Q, planes,

and that they lie in lines parallel to x, but
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their separation is more than 3.8 Angstrom units#

| There are also no links with the nitrogen atoms in
j

the form of Hydrogen bonds# In short, the structure j
seems to be held together mainly by the strength of

the electrostatic attraction between the Strychnine

molecules and the charged Bromine layer, aided poa*

sibiy by the cementing or stabilising influence of
I
I the water molecules# The remaining factors can

| only be Van de Waals forces. As for the character*
|

istica of crystal growth and fracture, the material j
ooours in needles parallel to the a»axis so that the

^-direction is that of slowest growth# The {100)

plane is also that of most ready cleavage# But it

is difficult to explain these properties in the

light of the structure, although it may be remarked

that the separation between the Bromine atoms is

slightly greater in the x-direotion than parallel to

y, in bhe ion-sheot# Presumably the Ionic bonding

is the chief source of the hardness of the crystal#

Not much discussion of bond lengths or angles

can be undertaken since the degree of accuracy of the

determination does not allow of very precise aval-
i !

I uations. Even for Structure 7» the parameters were i
i i

i chosen in 6oths of the cell edges for the x and y
i j
I directions, (due to the imperfection still remain-

? ing in the Courier projections) and this means that, ;
i

from this cause alone any x or y parameter may be

in error by 1/120 of a or b, i.e. by about 0,06 A.

Apart from this rounding-off effect, the error to



be associated with each parameter is in the region of!

one tenth of an Angstrom, on the basis of the degree i
|

! of agreement between the observed and calculated
I . ;
F-value8, A#D» Booth * 2 ' has shown that the function

|

_ <iL ( \ - \ fcJt I ^ j
| £.\fow.\*
| is related to the average error in each parameter of

a orystal structure, and has derived a definite

relation between the two# Since, rather approximate¬

ly, Rx , as defined on page 35* la equal to Ri , it
I
j

may be estimated that the latter quantity has in
i

this present case a value of about 0,13 - 0.14, i

| and hence, from Booth's tables, the error present in j
| all coordinates is about Q#1Q A#, on the average.

These figures relate to Structure 6; Struoture 7

would give a lower result. It has to be remembered, j
i:

therefore, in study of the finer details of the j-

atrueture, that all positions of atoms may be in errof

by about 0,1 A, or occasionally more, and henoe j

| bond-length variations cannot be regarded as signl-

| ficant below about 0.15 A, The bond lengths in fact
I found for the struoture were, for the most part, fair*

! ly close to the accepted values, although there were

one or two, notably the double bond, C,i- C,T, which

differed by nearly 0,2 A from the expected value.

All the bond lengths within the molecule are re¬

corded in Fig, 29, Fig, 30 shows diagramstically

the angles found between the bonds in four of the

ring structures. These angles were not obtained

by the method of stereographio projection, but by
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drawing the triangles containing the angles in

finest ion , after a calculation of the length of the
!

closing side, i.e,, the distance from atoms to their

nearest-but-one neighbours. The method was very

rapid, since the bond lengths were already known,

and also accurate,

i

With regard to the chemical aspects of the
I

I Strychnine molecule, it is naturally of the greatest
Interest to note that the structure found for the

molecule in this crystal does coincide, so far as its

structural formula is concerned, with that most re¬

cently decided upon by Robinson and the other workers

| in this field ^ ^ \ It must be admitted that a
j
certain amount of help was provided in the course

of the analysis by the chemical knowledge, especially

in the initial stages, during the interpretation of

the Vector-Convergence distribution, and the

mensional Courier synthesis. But it was the

structural formula that was used as a guide (in so

! far as it was certainly known), not any spatial model*
i i

j This fact is of 3ome importance; the use of j
I {

! spatial models in the interpretation of Fourier syn- j

! thesds, especially projections, is fraught with
j i
; danger, as with increasing complexity of the moleoule
: the number of different possible configurations in

i

space becomes larger and the risk of serious mis¬

interpretations greater* The structure found also

agrees with that obtained in the case of Stryohnine

sulphate by Bijvoet and fills co-workers in Utrecht,

as has been already mentioned (page 10).



 



Benzene Ring*

Pyrrolidene Ring.

Reduced Pyridine
Ring.

iSther Ring.

Bond Angles in certain rings of the
Strychnine molecule, as calculated from
Structure 7»
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i

Had it come a little sooner, the confirmation

i of the findings of the Chemists might have had the
! nature of discovery* From the point of view of

X-Ray Crystallography, and speaking from the exper-

ienoe now obtained in this work, there is no special

reason why this analysis should hot have been carried
i

| out five years ago, or earlier. No techniques have
| been used which were in principle different from
those available since 1935 when Patterson published |

j

his paper on interatomic vectors. The Vector-

Convergence method itself is, after all, merely a

straightforward application of the Patterson techniciun

in three dimensions. But increasing familiarity

with the Patterson method over the past ten years or

so has led gradually to a fuller understanding of

its potentialities*

2, The Analysis*

Turning to the analysis Itself, as reported

| in this Thesis, the work is undeniably unfinished
]

in character, as regards finer details and precis- j
i

ion. Some of the bond-lengths and angles found J
i !
! I
| testify only too plainly to the incompleteness of thej
i refinement process, despite the fact that some fiv© j-
j I
! or six successive stages were undertaken* In part, \
\ the slowness of the refinement was due to the com¬

plexity of the structure - the large number of in¬

dependent parameters (34) involved, the general lack

of symmetry, plane ring systems, etc*, and the in¬

evitably overlapping of atoms in the projections of
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a unit cell nearly 8 A broad. The presence of the

I heavy Bromine atom might have been expected to fac¬
ilitate the attainment of accuracy, since it certainly

played a dominant role in deciding the phases and

amplitudes of the structure factors. However the

very circumstance that the Bromine atom was about six

times more effective than the other atoms meant that

the determination of its location required to be six

times more exact for equivalent accuracy in F-oal-

oulation, and thin, in the early stages, was not at

all easy, when the phases of the structure factors

was still very much In doubt,

Fourier methods are often deceptive, since in

their use they invariably involve assumptions which

affect the results unavoidably. Patterson methods

are more reliable in this respect. It was from

Pattersons - first, projections; then the 3-dimens¬

ional function - that the Bromine position was in

fact obtained in this analysis. It was impossible

then, however, to have accurate parameters, due to thje
very poor resolution of the Patterson synthesis. But

; this had quite a simple explanation. It was due. only
in part to the naturally lower resolution of Patter- j

I !
I son as compared with Fourier syntheses, but was
i

! caused also by the use of relative, rather than at-
i

solute intensity data, and by the restriction of the :

calculation, to fairly low orders of h, k and 1. At

the time the labour appeared too prohibitive and the

uncertainty of reward too great to justify the
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attempt to grapple with about 2,£00 Individual re-

| flection Intensities, but had this been done, the

Bromine position could have been found at the start,

with both certainty and precision* What is more,

the rest of the Patterson would have shown far

higher resolution* fhis might have added consider¬

ably to the accuracy of the interpretation of the

! Vector-Convergence Distribution* But whether this

would really have been the case is difficult to

judge, as the effects of background irregularity in

the Patterson (i*e, Carbon-Carbon bonds **} cannot

j be foretold, and the Vector-Convergence method has
never been employed before* However, from the ex-

| perienoe gained with Strychnine hydrobromide, it
|
I does seem likely that more thorough treatment of the

| 3*,dimensional Patterson at the beginning would be
of real value. Probably the ohief defeot of the

present struoture determination was the very approx¬

imate nature of the work in its earlier stages,
i
I

She faot that, allowing for lack of

j acouraoy, the struoture obtained is almost certainly

j oorreot, raises the question as to how far the
methods which were used in its derivation may be

of general applicability* The point at issue is

whether the Vector-Convergence method could be

utilised to find other structure from their re¬

spective Patterson functions, assuming the pos¬

ition of one or more atoms known} for it is only in

this feature that the present analysis differs from
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others. The success obtained in this first trial

would seem to Justify an affirmative answer; but it

has to be remembered that the structure possessed ad¬

vantages which certainly played some part. In the

first place, it was the prominent Bromine-carbon (etc
vectors which were utilised in the Patterson analyst!

Secondly, knowledge of the phases of the Bromine

atom contributions enabled calculation of the 3-di-

mensional Fourier, with which the Vector-Convergence

diagram was compared. Would it have been possible

to solve the Strychnine structure using Fourier

approximation methods alone, having cnce found

the position of the Bromine ion ? Probably it would

have been possible, although with very great oost

in time and effort. However, this does not alter
i.

the fact that the Vector-Convergence Distribution

did give the correct result, and could have done

this unaided had there been, at the time, sufficient

confidence in and understanding of the method.

It would therefore seem likely that the

Veotor-Convergenoe method would give good results

on other structures also, provided that at least

there was a heavy atom present to give prominent

vectors in the Patterson upon which the Convergence

method of interpretation could be based. If so,

it would form an alternative to the first stages of

ordinary Fourier approximation methods on suoh

structures; but it would be an alternative method

which was easier to apply, considering the higher

symmetry of the Patterson function; and it would

.)
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be also more reliable, considering the phase angle

uncertainties of Fourier calculation.

It must be remembered that the use of the

Veotor-Convergenoe method requires a multiplicity of

(preferably) at least four in the apace group, This
I
I constitutes a definite limitation. Also it must be

borne in mind that the method is one for the initial j
; i
i solution of structures, not for their refinement, fori
; w s

i which the Fourier approximation method is available,

and to which it iB amply suited.

Quite a number of crystal structures, which

have already been studied and reported in the liter*

ature, are suitable for direct application of the

Vector-Convergence method. Experimental testing of

its powers on these would be the first and most ob¬

vious step in the development of the method for

general use. With a view to preparing the way for

I the analysis of crystal structures of greater oom-

I plexity, much more work should be done on the sub-

| Jeot of the interpretation of the 3-dimensional Pat¬
terson function. The technique described in this

I i
■ Thesis is but one example of methods which oould be

worked out and used.
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Summary. I

The methods available for the determination
i /■ f

of the structure of crystals have been discussed. It]
has been pointed out that, particularly as structures!

; of increasing complexity are dealt with, the 3
j '

menslonal Patterson method has potentialities which

have not yet been fully explored*

following a survey of the unit cells and

space groups of a number of alkaloid crystals, Strych*

nine hydrobromide was selected as suitable for a trial

of 3-dimensional methods. j
i

i
Study of the general vector-peaks in the Pat-j

terson synthesis in a systematic way led to the find¬

ing of all atomic positions* The technique employed
i

has been called the Vector-Convergence method; its
t

general applicability has been donaidered. Some re¬

finement of the atruoture has been carried out; final

parameters are estimated to be in error by about 0,1 A.

The structure found for the Strychnine mole- 1

oule agrees with that ohosen recently by Bi^voet and '

co-workers, and also with the chemical evidence. In

the crystal, the Bromine ions form sheets separated

by about 16 A,, between which the Strychnine raoleoules

lie, their basio nitrogen atoms direoted outwards.

A simple machine for Fourier synthesis has

been constructed and utilised for calculations in

the course of the work.
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Appendix 1,

A Simple Machine capable of Fourier
Synthesis Calculation#

So voluminous is the labour associated with

the calculation both of structure factors and of

Fourier maps# that the production of suitable meohan*

i ieal devices for speeding up the process of comput- j
| j
\ at ion is urgently demanded#

For many years the need has been recognised# j
| and indeed numerous attempts have been made to find
I
'

an answer to the problem, Quite a variety of mechan-
1

| ical devices now exist# tut few, if any# are really

working servants of crystallography#

For many months during the course of the work

reported in this Thesis, the matter had received
i

j attention, particularly as a) calculations on Strych-
I nine hydrobromide were becoming very laborious, and

! b) work on the Beevers-MeAwan machine had shown

I the unlikelihood of its completion in the foreseeable
I i

future# The thoughts especially in mind were 1) the j
I

necessity of having a machine of some sort; 2) the

comparative unimportance of high accuracy! and 3)
i

necessity (in present circumstances) of extreme cheape¬

ns ss# Fourier synthesis was# in its essentials, realjLy
such a simple thing that it seemed that there must

be mechanical methods possible along these lines#

Step by step, following a oourae that was far

from direct, and that received guidance from various

quarters en route, a scheme for a suitable working
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machine built itself in the mind. First, Sines and

Cosines were to bo; generated by extending light

!threads from pegs set in revolving wheels - a simple

method, yet one involving only snail errors. Second,

the revolution of these wheels was to be accomplished

by a thread and pulley system, working on a cone of

; wheels, of linearly increasing diameter. Thirdly,

| addition was to be effected by the multiple reflect-

! ion of a light beam on a set of moveable mirrors.
i

The siaplioity of this plan, with the easy

availability of all the materials required for it,

encouraged immediate work on the project. Altogether

| including the time spent waiting for the delivery of
| shop-made parts, this took Just over two months. Un~
i

| doubtedly it could have been even more quickly act
; up, had it not been a pioneering experiment in de¬

sign, which had, inevitably, to reverse itself here

and there. The result finally was a machine, in

size about 3' x 4* x 1' height, costing a little
I

i over £10 and actually capable of routine Fourier
I

synthesis calculation,

I Description
The detailed construction of the machine

|

! requires reference to the accompanying diagrams for
i •

i clear understanding. Briefly, the design was as

follows.

On a single shaft of silver steel 15 co¬

axial v/heels of fibro-plastic material were mounted.

These could be revolved continuously together. The
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wheels varied in diameter from £ to 71 inohes, in

stepa of \ inch, being out with precision, and hav¬

ing flat rims, £ inch wide. Threads, each fixed at

one end to one of these wheels, were wound round the

circumference of the latter, and from them passed to

horizontally mounted wheels, of diameter 1 inch

exactly. Passing round these and then over pulleys,

the lower ends of the threads were fastened to

weights (oa 100 gm,), which, hanging freely, main¬

tained the threads in tension* On turning the

conical pulley system, all the horizontally mounted

wheela were made to revolve, each at a different

speed, the rate varying linearly from & revolution

per unit rotation of the cone, to 15 x & revolutions.

Wire guides were placed at appropriate points through

out the system to ensure correct running of the

threads on the wheel rims. Fixed to the flat upper

surface of each horizontal wheel was a perspex diso

having 40 identical small holes drilled into it,

lying in two lines of two oms each, radiating from th

centre. In these the holes were 1 mm, apart, and

one set was displaced towards the centre by £ mm, so

that by placing a steel peg in these holes any di¬

stance of the peg from the centre up to two oms

could be obtained, in § mm, steps. This enabled

ohoioe of the amplitude of the Sine or Cosine waves

within a range of 1 - 40 units. The pegs whioh

| fitted loosely (but not so loosely as to be slack)

| in these holes carried tiny pulley wheels to which
were fixed the horizontal threads which picked up

! the Sine or Cosine motion. These threads extended
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across a distance of about 2 feet (to minimise error

in the Sine or Cosine wave -form), where their

motions were imparted to the mirrors of the Jumiiiutor

unit# Each thread operated an X-shaped lever, piv¬

oted on knife edges, so that on retraction of the

thread, the horizontal arm was the end of a light glajss
rod beam, rigidly fastened to one of the mirrors of

the mirror system, la eh mirror, lying horizontally,

and facing either upwards or downwards, was also

pivoted on knife edges, and was deflected upwards or

downwards, through a small angle at every motion of

the operating thread, From consideration of a geo¬

metrical diagram , it could readily be seen that the

vertical displacement of the beam would always be

related to the horizontal displacement of the thread

by a factor whioh was strictly constant so long as

the angle between the glass stem and the thread re¬

mained unchanged# Within the limits of this approx¬

imation, therefore, the reproduction of the motion
I

was accurate, The successive mirrors of the Sum/aatorj
unit were arranged to lie alternately on an upper and

a lower level, f&oing inwards, with about four inches

separating the two sets, A beam of light from an

i ordinary filament lamp passed first through a suitable

; lens, and then down the series of mirrors, following j
a zigzag path, till it reached a screen at the end,

where an image of the filament was formed on a scale.

Any movement of any mirror caused a displacement of

the spot on the soreen# Adjustment of the position

of fixture of the threads to the vertical arms of the
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L-shaped levers enabled calibration to be oarried out,,

so that unit displacement of any actuating thread

gave rise to that same unit displacement of tfce

spot. Simultaneous displacements of any cumber of

threads were then recorded on the screen as the al¬

gebraic sum of the motions. The Sine or Cosine term

of zero wave-number was inserted by the movement of

a simple dial, not geared to the pulley system, which|
! operated a mirror identical to the others,
I !
! i

j Operation, j
I i

In operation of the machine, the cone was |
rotated to its starting position, and all the amplit-J

| udes of the terms in the summation were set un the |
S horizontal wheels. This setting involved the choice j

I
of positive or negative sign, and the distinction !

1

between Sines and Cosine, The cone was then revolved j

slowly, by increments, and readings of the position !
of the spot on the scale were taken for 6° rotations

©f the Sin(l) wheel* measured by noting the \ turns

of the Sin(15) wheel. Of course, readings at finer
!

subdivisions could be made if desired. Finally the

cone was brought back to the initial position again, ;

! and the steel pegs could be reset with the amplitudes
j . I
! and signs of the next summation.



Table $
Comparison of Fourier ICaohlne and Strips:

Typical Si-e Summations,

1.
■

M. 0
St.

2. »* 0
St,

3. M. 0
St.

4, M, 0
St,

5. M. 0
^t .0

6. M. 0
ot.

7. M, 0
St.

8. M. 0
St.

9. i*. 0
St.

10. M. 0
ot.

11. M. 0
St.

i*. M, 0
St,

13. M. 0
St,

14. tf» 0
St,

34

27
31

12
12

4
3

40 2
41 2

32 23
36 24
20 2 2
18 18

8 10
6 8

_9 11
10 14

zB 30
28 31

12
17 h 23

20 32
13 31

21 2^
19 2

20 13
17 13

7 I
P 2

12 U
13 13

28 22
IB 22

15 55
23 33

5J Pi 13 2
41 31 1$ 3

31 18 0 lo
53 23 5 9

6
4

13 21
12 22

Jli 15.21F 13 17 24

10 110 10
12 9 11 12

18 17 14 B
2o 19 15 "8

issa
47 49 3513

2 6
3 7

lo 2
12 "5"

12 £
27 19

n a
24 15

1 2
7 1

£ 2
2 0

EG
3 9

10 11
10 11

6
7

12 21 18
E 20 17

10 30 29
4 26 26

6 20 19
4 18 17

630
6 4 2

1
3

"6"
"8

s a
1715

3
7

20
21

40 5B 61 30
41 pB 47

1
1

3
3

7
7

1
2

6
4

6
7

26
23

3T10.G
5 ? 13

3 £
3 2

1
1

1
2

a
7

0
2

32 16
30 12

14 4
11 10

I 14
9 12

7
7

6
6

0 12
2 14

29 40
32 43

46 65
44 65

29 45
27 44

6 10
6 10

15
15

6
8

34 17
33 21

4 10
2 7

6 3
8 6

0
0

0
0

1
0

0
0

01
0;

i

0
0

2
0

38 33 17 10
63 40 19 lo

50 38 24 9
49 42 23 10

19 21 16 3
20 24 17 P

¥
p

4
5

8
7

3
1

I
1

0
0

0
0

0
0

i
0!
0

0
0

( M. figures given by the Fourier Machine;
St. results of addition by Strips.)



Table 9
{continued)

Comparison of Fourier Machine and Strips :
Typical Cosine Summations*

1. M, 8p 71 37 3 11 6 15 32 41 41 33 lM 0 815
st.86 71 37 3 12 T13 29 39 41 34 18 5 1 7 if?

2. M. 61 51 30 14 10 11 12 16 34 49 48 25 1 ][ 4 .

st.61 50 27 11 6 6 9 18 34 51 50 28 1 7 2 B

3, M. 29 26 24 24 24 16 s 10 27 43 42 24 5 £ 8
St,29 28 24 26 26 18 12 14 28 4b 44 28 6 4 6"

4, M, I 5 16 23 20 14 13 20 30 32 27 18 10
St. 3 2 13 27 20 13 13 22 30 33 29 20 8

5, M. O. B 4 14 21 24 27 33 33 24 11
St.11 5 7 16 20 22 30 33 33 23 12

6, M. 41 41 43 51 63 68 56 30 10 3 6
St.41 40 42 49 62 67 56 32 12 4 7

7, 14. 69 64 56 55 52 43 24 8 3 5 10 12
St,69 64 58 53 51 40 24 7 1 0 8 ~

8, M, 27 31 3S 33 18 4 2 8 17 20 22
St,27 33 37 34 17 5 3 7 13 19 23

9, 24. 12 9 5 I 10 12 5 0 19 40 50
St,12 10 4 4 11 12 9 1 17 39 48

10, M, 8 4 4 £6 23 H 19 10 10 34 48
St, 8 60 13 21 22 19 10 8 35 50

11, M. 5 2 I 17 27 28 II 1 12 28 36
St. 5 3 O 18 31 29 23 8 10 29 35

12, M. 3 "4 4 IB 32 32 17 4 16 22 23
St. 3 2 7 19 34 33 I§ 2 16 25 25

( St. results of addition by Strips;
M. figures given by the Fourier Machine)

2 2 B" 11 17
4 1 b 12 14

6 1 2 3 g8 5 0 2 5

12 8 0 2 J
9 9 6 2 T

21 16 7 4 2
21 14 7 3 5

39 18 7 14 20
39 18 8 16 212

37 16 4 12 lj)
41 17 4 12 2$
26 q I 2 7
27 0 2 1 7
15 4 I

!
2 5

16 3 3 0 3

b
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Performance of the Machine and Criticism,

i

Table 9 shows how results given by the machine
j
I compared with Fourier-strip calculations. Only eight

| waves were added simultaneously in these computat¬
ions, whereas the machine has a capacity of fifteen

waves. The summations were part of a Patterson

| calculation and are ?iuite representative of the type

! of work for which the machine was intended,
i

It can be seen that the reproduction of the
i I
figures given by the strips was good. There was no

doubt that the device did work correctly in principle.

But the accuracy was not particularly high, and

errors up to 4 or 5 units out of an average of about
I

; 30 could occur. The commonest deviation, however,

was only about 2, and this was quite insufficient to

! cause any real changes in the position of peaks in

j the synthesis.

Calculation was fairly rapid with the machine,

; especially once some practice in its manipulation had
i I

I been gained. The speed was then of the order of

j 1§ - 3 times that of the Beevers-Lipson strips, us- i

j ing the same amplitudes. Considering the loss of

I accuracy, thi3 was not any great achievement, but it j

would certainly be an advantage in all calculations

where only a limited degree of accuracy was required,;

This Fourier machine was far from ideal in

very many respects. Its main importance lay in the

fact that it was in fact practicable to build, and

that it functioned successfully. It thus serves to
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; point the way to other possible Fourier calculators

! which, though not so cheap or readily oonstruoted|
i ' 1
; will be of far higher accuracy and all-round value,

! The limitations of the machine must be listed# It
i *

|

could produce waves up to wave-number 15 only# It

was able to accommodate amplitudes only up to a ma¬

ximum of 40# The speed of the machine was not very

! strikingly greater than that of strip work; further-
i

j more, it was, at least in its present design, cumber-
j .!

some and awkward to handle. Its accuracy was low,

the average error being about 5 - 10 Finally,

due to its rough and ready construction, it was

difficult to maintain clean and in good working

order# On the other hand it can be pointed out that
!

| this machine was able to sum either Cosines or Sines
|
with equal facility, or, indeed, to sum terms with

general phase angles; that it extended the summation

across half the unit cell distance, l#e# from 0 - n;

and that It allowed for reading off the result at any

I desired subdivision of the cell edge, or at any value
I
; of 0 required# Also It was very simple to build, in-
! ;

expensive and made of easily available materials; it j
;

_ j
was silent in operation and, with reasonable care,

perfectly reliable.

As remarked in Section 3 of Part III of this '

Thesis, the machine was employed for the calculation

of 700 structure factors (based on Structure 6) and

later for two or three Fourier projections. In these!,

its performance was, for the purposes for which it

was required, entirely satisfactory.
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Plate 1,

Henroductio". of 'neissenberc photor;raph in
which a spherical specimen v;as used,

(strychnine hydrochloride}



 



Plates 4 and 5.

Two views of a scale-model of the structure
of Strychnine hydrobromide*


